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The objective of this thesis was to investigate

the irnpact of racial discrimination in the workplace on

the life satisfaction of a select group of Caribbean

immigrants in Winnipeg. It also examined the

relationship between the mirgrants' use of support

systems to deal with this discrimination and their

level of Iife satisfaction. It further examined the

relationship between the experience of racism and the

migrants' self identification as Canadian.

The researcher hypothesized that: ( a ) the

experience of racial discriminaton in the workplace

would negatively affect the life satisfaction of West

Indian immigrants in Winnipeg; (b) respondents level of

identification with the larger society and ultimately

of themselves as Canadians would be negatively affected

by their experience of racism in the workplace; (c) the

use of support systens to combat the experience of

racism in the workplace would have a posÍtive effect on

respondents level of satisfaction and their level of

Ídentification with the larger Canadian community.

The approach used to collect the data required the

construction of a scheduled questionnaire. The

questionnarie was administered to twenty men and twenty

women who were employed in Winnipeg during the sunmer

ABSTRACT
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(a)

tl_

Variables evaluated were respondents' :

perception of self as the object of racism in

the workplace;

use of support systems to combat experience of

racism in the workplace;

level of identification with the workgroupt

Ievel of social interaction with white

Canadian colleagues away from the job

situation;

identification of self as Canadian;

level of job satifaction;

level of life satisfaction.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

The results indicate that there is no strong

relationship between the immigrants' experience of

racial discrimination in the workplace and their level

of Iife satisfaction. WhiIe respondents might have

experienced workplace racism in its various forms,

their overall satisfaction with their lives as West

Indian imnigrants living in Winnipeg is of a high

level.

While respondents' Ievel of identification with

the workgroup was high in the area of task performance,

their Ievel of social interaction with their white

Canadian colleagues away from the job situation was

1ow. Respondents' level of identification of

themselves as Canadian was generally low.
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The results also indicate that the use of support

systens to deal with racism affects respondents' level
of Iife satisfaction and identification of self as

Canadian. When the network of support included more

formal organizations such as unions, school boards and

the Human Rights Commission, respondents reported

higher levels of tife satisfaction and identification
of self as Canadian.
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Throughout history, Ìtuman beings have travelled

outside the places in which they were born. At times these

population movements have been voluntary, at other times

they have been the result of some natural or human made

disaster. The growth of cities, the development of new

resources and territories and the increasingly

international context of activity depends upon the

settlement, temporary or permanent, of individuals in

diverse locations avray from their place of birth and

upbringing.

In recent years, the vast shifts of population have

increasingly become a cause for concern both to the host

and the sending countries. 1n fact, the freedom with which

individuals cross borders has become nore and more

curtailed as a consequence of political and economic

reasons. Nations receiving immigrants have tried to

control their immigrant population growth with various

forms of restrictions. This increased concern is reflected

in the passage of various laws and regulations restricting

the flow of individuals from one country to another.

The United Nations has identified migration as one

of the areas of social concern. While individual countries

have in various ways responded to the population shifts,

CHÀPTER I

INTRODUCTION
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the world body Ïras attempted to focus on the immediate

problems created by vast movements of people, âS well as on

Iong-range planning for human settlenents.

The people of the caribbean have had a long tradition

of movement and migration. They have travelled outside

their various islands to the large continents, mainly

Europe and the Americas, but they Ìtave also moved

extensively within the Caribbean region itself. The

islands have always experienced various degrees of

population shifts. First, there was internal migration

which occurred irnmediately after the abolition of slavery

as the freed slaves moved away from the plantations into

peasant type agricultural settlements. Beginning in the

mid 1800's West Indians travelled extensively within the

region and to other countries outside the region. They

travelled in significant nu¡nbers to Latin America as they

were attracted by the availability of employment in the

various banana, citrus and sugar plantations of the

reg ion .

In the first hatf of this century, the population

movement was towards the United Kingdon and north-western

Europe to meet the manpower needs resulting from Wor1d Wars

I and II. The post World War II population shifts from the

Caribbean to North America and Europe happened as a result

of dranatic changes in the economic and social character of

the sending and receiving countries. As the receiving

countries experienced more growth in their economies, the
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rising standard of consumption made available to inrmigrants

an increased number of jobs at the bottom of the

occupational scale. As well, increased technology made

transportation between Europe and the Americas easier, thus

uraking Lhe exchange of goods and services between these

sending and receiving societies more accessible.

The people of the caribbean islands were colonial

subjects, and so outward migration was to the large

rnetropolis of tl.e respective colonial powers. People from

the British West Indian islands migrated to Great Britain,

the Dutch West Indians went to the Netherlands, the French

West Indians to France, and the Hispanic islanders went to

the United States. By this time the United States exerted a

great deal of influence on these Hispanic countries,

although they could not be considered colonies in the same

manner that the other islands were to the European powers.

In addition to the large number of Caribbean persons

migrating to Europe and the United States, significant

numbers also nigrated to Canada.

Statement Of The Problem

The movement of population Ïras been and remains an

essential component of social developnent and change.

one of the najor problens arising out of population

shifts, and which has become a social issue on a global

level, has been the issue of racism. As for Canada it
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regards itself ideologically as a multicultural society,

implying that different races and cultures can retain their

obrn characteristics without prejudice and without pressure

to conform to some acceptable main-stream norm This is not

to say that Canadians have not held racist beliefs or that

they have avoided discrininatory acts based on racial or

cultural differences. The plight of Canadian Aboriginal

peoples in their struggle for a viable place in the social,
economic and political structure of their native country

attest to this reality. The French-Canadian struggles of

the 1 970's, while taking on the political form of

separatism, can be seen as an attempt by this cultural

and linguistic group at inproving their social and economic

status. Hostitity towards Canadians of African and Asiatic
origins Ïras a long history in Canada, and has in the past

culminated in riots between Black, Chinese and Indian

migrant groups and the white host population as documented

by writers such as Walker (1 980 ), Ramcharan (lggZ ) and

Bolaria and Li (1985). Racial tension betwen the dominant

white and the less powerful minority ethnic groups continue

today although they are expressed more covertly. At a

consultation "Toward A National Race Relatíons Strategy",

hetd in Winnipeg JuIy 5, 1986, it was reported that 63

percent of the conplaints made to the Hunan Rights

Commission nationally involved racism.

In Winnipeg in I 984 racial slogans were painted on the

French-Canadian Cultural Centre and the buildinq was
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torched. rn 1985 the Native Family centre received the

same treatment. Arso in 1985 the building in which a smarl

group of west rndians hetd church services was stoned while

service r^¡as in progress . As werl, raci st slogans were

painted on the homes of some Sikh families. In 1986 black
patrons r^rere barred f rom entering the rocal "Blue Jeans

club". These are onry a few exampres of overt expression

of the racial tension which exists in the community.

This study will investigate the experiences of a

select group of Caribbean people who have settled in
Metropolitan Winnipeg. It wilI examine the impact of
racism on the life satisfaction of those immigrants who

perceived themselves as the object of racism in the

workplace. It will also inquire into the migrants' use of
support systems in dealing with racial discrimination
experienced in the workplace and Ïrow this affects their
tife satifaction. rt further looks at the relationship
between tife satisfaction and the rnigrants' level of
identification of themselves as Canadians.

Definition of Principal Concepts and Terms

Race The concept of race is primarily a

classificatory system based on biological
characteristics, witTrin which the various groups

of humankind may be arranged. Each racial group

is characterízeð. by a more or less consistent

resemblance among its members on a number of
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socially selected physical traits, acquired through

common heredity, by which one distinguishes that

population from other populations within the

species. The primary physical traits of distinction

are: skin colour, shape of the head, form and

colour of hair, eyê colour and form and shape of the

nose.

Among the different features or traits which have

been used for classification, skin colour has been

the basic feature used as a basis for racial
prejudice.

RaciaI Preiudice This is a doctrine

domination or exploítation that (1 ) incorporates

beliefs in a particular race's cultural and/or

inherent biotogical inferiority, and (2') uses such

beliefs to justify and prescribe inferior or unequal

treatnent to that group". (Wilson, 1973, p 32)

Racial Discrinination ".. . distinction, exclusion,

and, may be defined âs, "an

restriction, or preference based on race,

colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin

which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or

impairing the recognition, enjoyment, or

exercise on equal footing of human rights and

fundamental freedoms" . (U.N. f. International

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

RaciaI Discrinination, p 19)

of racial supremacy,

ideology of racial



Occupat ional Rac i sm

Resolutions and Human Rights Legislation

in different countries have made racism, which

is the practice of prejudice by dominant groups

against other less powerful groups, unacceptable

in any overt manner. In the workplace, it is

expected that occupational opportunity will be

available to aII on the basis of nerit or

ability, that economic transactions will be

carried out according to the rules of the market

place and not in any way influenced by a

person' s colour or ethnic heritage. As hre

examine the presence of racism within the

Canadian workplace, and spec i f ical ty in

Winnipeg, the definition proposed by Hiesland

(1970, p 5) is appropriate for this

invest igat ion :

...4 problen in perception, an
attitude or prejudice which leads an
employer to nake what an objective
observer would consider an irrational
decision with respect to the hiring
and placement of workers, considering
their qualifications and qualities
necessary for the technical performance
of the job.

For the purpose of this study, occupational

racism wiIl be defined as any act within the

workplace which is viewed as discriminatory on

the basis of skin colour by the Caribbean

migrant. This study will deal with migrants'

7.

Var ious Uni ted Nat ions



percePtion of racial

workplace. In order

definition of the term

purpose of this study, I

term cognition.

Cogni t ion

Cognition refers to aII the mental activities
associated with thinking and knowing. fn
Webster's New International Dictionary, (p. 44O)

cognition is defined as "an intellectual process

by which knowledge is gained about perceptions

or ideas". In Modern Dictionary of Sociology

(p. 56), Theodorson and Theodorson gives a more

detailed definition as follows:

The process by whích an individual
comes to know and interpret his
environ¡nent. Cognition comprises atl
the processes by which an individual
acquires knowledge, including
perceiving, thinkirg, remembering,
wondering, imagining, generalizing
and judging.

Percept ion

Perception is most appropriately defined in
terms of experiences that stem directly from

sensory stimulation. In other words, it is how

a person becomes aware of, apprehends, or comes

to understand through one of the senses.

Theodorson (1 969 p 295) defines it ês, "the

selection, organization, and interpretation by

I
discrimination in the

to develop a clear
perception for the

will first define the
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an individual of specific stimuri in a situation
according to prior learni.g, activities,
nterest, experiences etc. a process and a

pattern of response to stimuÌi.. .a function of
the situational fietd, that is of the total
configuration of stimuri as werl as of previous

and cultural conditioning,,. perception is,
therefore, part of an individual's knowledge

base and is that ahrareness of the environment

acquired through physical sensation which

includes the influence of personar and sociar
objects.

Person Perception

Person perception focuses on the process by

which impressions, opinions or feetings about

other persons are formed. This deals with the
manner in which an individual infers the traits
an,il intentions of another towards him/her and in
turn affects how that individuar feers towards

the other and ultimately towards se1f. This

involves subjective judgment and inferences

that go beyond the kind of sensory impressions

that characteríze perception. Theorists in this
field of study (Asch 1952, Tagiuri 1959, Secord

I964, Kretch 1969) conclude that these cognitive
and affective processes are irnportant ín social
interact ion.
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In this study perception can be defined as

the observations and inferences migrants make

about the intentions and attitudes of others in
the workplace towards them, which thev feel are

discriminatory. VJhat is being measured is not

objective in a simple manner but rather people's

perceived discrimination. Much of this
subjective experience is inevitably shaped by

the past experiences and personality of the

perceiver. Here, even when the researcher

assume a truthful report, there is a serious

problem of validity since she knows how uristaken

she can be in her conscious awareness of her own

characteristics and feelings. However, this
researcher concurs with Tagiuri (1958) who

states, "...the perceiver is naximally inclined

and able to use his own experience in perceivÍng

or judging or inferring another's state or

intentions". (p xi) As Asch 7952 states, "To

act in the social field requires knowledge of

socíal facts - of persons and groups. To take

our place with others b¡e must perceive each

other ' s ex i stence and reach a ¡neasure of

comprehensíon of one another's needs, emotions

and thoughts". (p 139) To define repondents'

perception of racial discrimination in the

workplace, the study will therefore seek to
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investigate what was the actual event that

happened; what was perceived to be the motive of

the person who did the act and the inpact on the

person to whom the act of discrinination þras

done.

As mentioned above, socÍal factors induce

selectivity in what a person perceives and how

he/she interprets it, but a vital part of

everyday life is a person's inward experience.

Since an individual's impression of those

persons with whom he/she interacts are inportant

determinants of behaviour; the nígrant's

perception - feelings about the world around

him/her and how the objects in it make life rich

and full to a greater or less degree is signifi-
cant to the nigrant's sense of wellbeing.

Support Systens Some of the phrases used to define

the word support Ín dictionaries are: Iend

ass i stance , to enable , to strengthen, and

encourage. System is defined as a set of units

wittr relatíonship between then. For the purpose

of this investigation support systens will mean

units which lend assistance to enable and

encourage the migrant to get along. They will

refer to an aggregate of significant individuals

through whom the migrant becomes aware of

occupational opportunities and to whom he/she
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turns for help in dealing with discrinination.

These may include family members, friends,
relatives, and organizations. The network of

enablers can be expanded to include other

individuals over time.

Life Satisfaction This is a state of happiness or

contentment derived from having ones needs

adequately net. Part of the sun total of life
satisfaction is related to the job situation.
The social approval and status accorded

individuals for successful achievement and

enjoyrnent of social interaction with the work

group is part of the state of happiness. Some

investigators have found that job satisfaction
and success Ín occupational pursuits contributed

to their subjects' positive view of themselves

and their lives. For the purpose of this study

Life satisfaction will be used to describe an

individual's state of contentment and/or

satisfaction with aIl areas of life in the

Canadian setting.

Identification and Acceptance The Modern Dictionary

of Sociologv defines identification ãs, "a

social psychological process involving
assimilation and internalization of the values,

standards, expectations t ot social roles of

another person into one's behaviour and self
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conception" (Theodorson and Theodorson I969,

p 19). Identification occurs when an individual

adopts behaviour derived from another person or

group because the behaviour is associated with a

positive status in the group. (t'tcCalI and

Sinmons, I966) ttre position an indÍvidual

occupies in the society influences the people

with whom that person will interact. The

índividual's career forms an important Iink

between self and social organizations. It ties

the individual and self to society and its

organizations and institutÍons. This process

allows a person to develop an identity which

transcends one's immediate world and makes one

identify with the larger society.

We are more likely to adopt one
group's perspective if we have
favourable feelings towards its
members. If we are treated in a
friendly and sincere manner by a
group, and, in time, cone to
identi fy with its members r wê
feel obligated to comply with its
brays under most circumstances.
(Haas and Shaftir, 1978, p 16)

Since the occupational systen influences the

positions an individual occupies in society, and this

in turn determines with whom and in what ways the

individual interacts in the Iarger society,

identification with the work group is seen as the basis
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for social integration or adaptation for the immigrants

in this study. For the purpose of this study,
ident i ficat ion

which rnigrants identify themselves as part of their
work group and their level of interaction with white

Canadians away fro¡n the job situation as well as by

respondents' degree of identifying themselves as

Canadians.

Purpose of the Study

wilt be determined by the degree to

Canada, a country built by immigrants, officially
adheres to a policy of cultural pluralism rather than

assimi lat Íon, implying mutual tolerat ion for a

multiplicity of identities co-existing within the

society. Príor to 1962, however, Canadian imnigration

Iaws v¡ere restrictive with respect to source of
immigrants by geography and race so that relatively
few "people of colour" were allowed entry into this
country, which historically admitted well in excess of

a hundred thousand immigrants annua1ly.

Since World War II there has been great demand tor
immigrant labour to work in the expanding economies of

the large industrialized countries. This resulted in a

liberalization of Canadian irnmigration laws and the

subsequent admission of an increasingly larger
percentage of Canada's immigrant population from third
world countríes. Consequently, the ethnic composition
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of the Canadian population is changing and the cultures

towards which tolerance is extended have multiplied and

diversified dramatically beyond the ninor variations of

northern Europe which fornerly was almost the sole

supplier of immigrants to Canada. Concomitant with

this change in population comPosition are the problems

associated wit.h a considerable degree of adaptation

which, despite multiculturalism, must take place on the

part of the immigrants and the host society.

As a result of the liberalization of its

immigration laws, Canada has during the last two

decades seen a significant increase in the number of

Caribbean immigrants entering the country. Caribbean

irnmigration as a percentage of Canadian immigration has

tripled in each of the last two decades. As Table I

shows, it tripled from .69 percent in the decade

1950-1959 to 3.34 percent during 1960-f969' and tripled

again in the period 1970'1979 to 11.02 percent (walker

I 984 ) . Immigrants must be integrated into the

political and econo¡nic institutions of the society, and

they must be allowed to participate fully in the

advantages this country offers. There is evidence,

( Reitz I 981 , t'luszynski and Reitz 1 982 , Silvera I 984 ) to

suggest that in the case of West Indians the transition

is not proceeding smoothly.

The purpose of this study is to share with

practitioners in the helping professions insights into
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some of the problens faced by West Indíans due to the

experience of racis¡n in the work place in a

multiracial, multicultural community such as Winnipeg.

The study seeks to identify job-related problems which

are perceived by respondents as a consequence of racial

discrimination. The study will investigate the

relationship between the migrants' use of support

systems to deal with this perceived discrimination and

their level of satisfaction with the job and with life

in general. It will further examine the potential

relationship between Perceived discrinination and the

migrants' self identification as Canadian.

Rationale

The rationale for the study of the West Indian

migrant in the workplace in Vtinnipeg is that such an

investigation is a timely one, since there is a paucity

of work in this area and none specifically dealing with

West Indian immigrants. For many years the newcomers

settled in the large urban centres which v¡ere the main

ports of entry; namely, Toronto, l"lontreal, and

Vancouver. Few immigrants went to other provinces.

Within the past ten to fifteen years, Winnipeg has seen

an increase in its population of nigrants who are

different in many ways from the Eastern Europeans who

came before. Caribbean migrants, because of their skin

colour, have a higher level of visibility than
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Europeans. However, coming from ex-British colonies

V'fest Indian nígrants in this sample do have a heritage

that has many parallels to the Canadian situation. Alt

the countries from which they came were former colonies

of England and still belong to the Comnonwealth;

therefore, they share a legal heritage founded in

English Co¡nmon Law. Canadian customs are therefore not

as alíen to people from the Caribbean as they might

have been to the earlier innigrants from Eastern Europe

who did not speak the language and did not have the

same socio-political experience as those of British

colonies.

Canadar ërs a member of the United

the declaration that reaffirmed the

individual and disclaimed racism.

On Nove¡nber 2, 1 963, the United

Assembly declared as one of its goals,

of all forms of racial discrimination.

convention states that:

...parties undertake to adopt imnediate and
effective measures particularly in the fÍelds
of teaching, educat ion, culture, and
information with a view to combating
prejudices which lead to discrinination and
to promoting understandi^9, tolerance, and
friendship among nations and racial ethnic
groupsr âs we1I as propagating the purposes
and principles of the charter of the United
Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the United Nations Declaration of the
Elimination of All Forns of Racial
Discrimination." (united Nations, october
1985, p.1 ).

Nations, signed

rights of the

Nations General

the elimination

Article 7 of the
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In view of Canada's public stance as a signatory

to this declaration, and the change in immigration laws

over e period of time that permítted entry into the

country without the consideration of colour, cities

such as Vlinnipeg are faced wíth the need to consider

these aewcomers in their midst.

Migration and adjustment to a new society is an

anxiet¡r provoking experÍence. SocíaI workers and other

social planners should ensure that these migrants

become full participants in the Canadian society. In

order Ëo do this, it is important that practitioners in

the helping professions understand the experience of

the Caribbean migrant in the workplace and those

factors such as racism which may bring additional

stress to the nigrant's life. One of the consequences

of stress associated with racial discrimination for

inmigrants in the new environment would be their
involrement with social service agencies in the

conmunity.

fae workplace was chosen as the area of focus for

this study as migrants spend ¡nost of their waking hours

on a job, which is where they must by necessity

interact with others from the dominant culture. The

intention of the emphasis in the Canada Immigration Act

on education, training and skiII is that immigration

wilI ccntribute to manpower needs for Canadian economic

devel-opnent . " The Department of Manpower and
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Immigratíon was established ín 1966 to advance the

supportive role of inmigration in improving Canadian

manpower" (Kritz et al 1981, p. 198). The opportunity

for imrnigrants to work and achieve their goals in the

workplace is vital to overalf adjustnent and life

satisfaction which will undoubtedly enhance the

migrant's performance in the workplace and ultimate

contribution to the country's economy. However, if the

immigrants are subjected to racial discrimination in

the work place, this will result in dissatisfaction

which will have a negative effect on the ultimate aims

of the Departnent of Manpower which is, "improving

Canadian manpower. "

Studies similar to the one proposed here have been

done prirnari Iy in the United Kingdom and the United

States. (Bennett 1981, Bryce-Laporte 1983, Cohen I982,

Foner 1978, Patterson 1968). Very littte work has been

done which focuses on Caribbean immigrants in Canada.

This study will therefore add to the body of literature

available on Caribbean migrants and will be a step

towards further investigation of racism as providing

significant stress to the migrant.



Investigation of the literature indicates that
there is a wearth of information on migration which

permits the researcher to obtain a theoretical view

of this topic. The informaLion that is readily
available on the caribbean migrant has been rnostly

corlected in the united states and the united Kingdom

while information on the caríbbean migrant in canada is
sparse. Nevertheless, there are some findings which

are pertinent to this study which sharl be discussed

below.

In addition to migration literature, works on race

relations provide background information for this
investigation. Recognition of racism as a serious

sociar problen has resurted in numerous studies of its
inpact on individuars and various ethnic or curturar
groups. Again, there is Iittle research on this
problem as faced specifically by the Caribbean migrant

in Canada. Other literature which provides relevant
background information for this investigation incrudes

reports of studies about individuals in the workplace

and studies concerning socio-cultural, economic and

political factors affectinq Caribbean people.

A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

CHAPTER 2

20



Immigration Theory

Much of the literature on

has focused on the causes of

factors) and on the costs and

nations (nritz et aI 198f ) . At

put forth to explain nigration. The most well known is

the "push-pul1" theory. This theory explains factors

which push migrants to leave their country of origin.

It explains why individuals move in response to

population pressure, lack of economic opportunity and

political changes. As rnigrants are "pushed" to leave

theír homeland there are factors which "pull" them to

the receiving countries - Primarity the promise of a

better Iife.

One example is the barbarian invasion of Europe '

Unt,il the establishment, of strong national states there

were large movements of peoples in Europe and Asia.

The barbarian tribes on the fringes of the Roman Empire

wandered in many directions and several times captured

Rome itself. The Arabs spread across North Africa and

Spain. Led by the desire for wealth, power and

adventure, the Mongols captured an enornous empire.

Another example can be found in the explorations

of later Europeans. The great voyages of discovery in

the fífteenth and sixteenth centuries opened new

avenues of escape for Europeans persecuted from the

international migration

migration ( the "push"

benefits to receiving

least four theories are

2L
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seventeenth century onward because of their political

or religious beliefs, and for those seeking economic

opportunities. t'lany of these went out to f ind a better
life in the colonies.

More recent examples can be found of the "push"

involvement in migrations. When India was partitioned

between the Union of India and Pakistan in L947,

religious warfare between Hindus and Moslems brought

about mass migration involving thousands of personsi

Moslems sought refuge in Pakistan and non-Moslems moved

fro¡n Moslem territory into the state of India. The

upheaval of WorId War II left millions of refugees

scattered throughout Europe, especially in Germany.

Similarly the Vietnan and Cambodian wars have given the

western world the so called "boat peop1e".

Whether motivated by religious, political or

economic consideratins, individuals, families, and

small groups continue to be "pushed" from one area and

"pulIed" to another.

A second theory referred to alternately as

"household networks" or "transitional communitiesrr --
explains why entire villages appear to move and to

facilitate movement by others. For example, whole

tribes or villages often undertook mass migration to

secure new food supplies and more living space or to
escape from natural catastrophes or hostile invaders.

A third theory the historical structural one
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explains why people from the developing world move to

industriali2ed countries; the international economic

system siphons off cheap surplus Iabour from the

periphery to operate the factories of the netropole.

Finally, a public policy theory suggest that laws

or the absence of a clear enforceable policy can

encourage, discourage, or divert the flows of people.

After W.W.II, Great Britian had an open door policy to

Commonwealth imnigrants. When the influx of third

world immigrants grew too large for the host population

to successfully handle, the British government

instituted restrictive immigration laws, thus stemming

the flow of inmigrants into that country. During this

same period Canada and the United States made their

Iaws less restrictive in order to "pull" cheap labour

from third world countries into their economies.

Scholars agree that no single factor explains

enigration, but rather a combination of factors related

to economic and social development and political

change.

Within the Iiterature on immigration there are

several theories which discuss factors influencing the

adjustment process experienced by immigrants. one such

theory expounded by Cardona and Simmons (f975) suggests

that there is a tendency for immigrants to migrate to

areas which put up the least number of psycho-cultural
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barriers. Thus a person wilt migrate to an area which

already has people of his/her cultural background and

will avoid those areas which have few ( in relatíve

terms) commonalitíes. A second theory suggests that

there exists an " immigrant host framework" which

stresses two concepts, "adaptation" on the part of the

immigrant and "acceptance" on the part of the host

country (Patterson, 1964 ) .

Investigators applying the " immigrant/host

framework" have found that there are expectations by

both the immigrant and the receiving (or host) country.

Each has its own system of beliefs which may

perceptually coincide or conflict with the other. More

often, the cross-cultural contact results in conflict.

"The immigrant enters a society relatively unknown to

him and constituting for him an unstructured fietd of

behaviour. Only rarely does reality in the society

correspond to his picture of it" (Brooks, 1975 p. 4).

lVhen the somewhat. divergent value sys tems of. the

immigrant and host country emerge r âIt interactive

process takes place. On the part of the imrnigrant

there is adaptation, which is manifested as

acculturation. This involves learning new skiIIs,

roles, and new values, while st itl maintaining the

indígenous culture. For example, êIthough fluent in

English and often possessing a working knovrledge of
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Canadian culture, the Caribbean immigrant must stilt

learn those social cues which are a part of this new

culture and which Inâfr indeed, be entirely different

fron the world in v¡hich he or she prevíously lived.

As indicated earlier in this discussion, in

addition to adaptation there is also the process of

acceptance by the host culture. This acceptance

"...consists of an enlargement or modification of the

receiving society' s organizational framework or

cultural patternr so as to include certain elements

retained by the minority or immigrant group".

(Patterson 1964r p. 10)

Adaptation on the part of the immigrant and

acceptance on the part of the host society involves

dynamic aspects implied by these Processes and the

theoretical ideal end product, i . e. , âbsorption.

Absorption uray be def ined as the complete adaptation by

the immigrant, either as a group or an individual,

accompanied by complete acceptance by the host society.

While conceptually the " immigrant/host" framework

impties an orderly Process, the actual Processes are

anything but orderly. Adaptation does not necessarily

coincide with acceptance and may even precede it '

Acceptance itself is likely to be greater in some areas

of interaction than in others.
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Within the host population with whom the

inmigrants are in frequent and prolonged interaction

during their waking hours, namely the workforce, there

are shared values and norms. Since the newly arrived

immigrant will not necessarily share them or even be

aware of them, these have to be learned. Members of

the Ïrost workforce have the power to grant or withhold

acceptance; both in the f or¡nal sense as f el low

employees or in the Iess formal sense as workmates.

The inmigrant/host framework implies that the closer

the irnmigrant is seen to conform to the values and

behaviour of the host societfr the more likely it is

that acceptance will be shown by members of that

soc iety.

Ideally, innigrants who Ïtave adapted to the host

country sÏ¡ould be 'absorbed' (Patterson 1964, Rex 197O,

Brooks 1975). However, conformity by the imnigrant

does not necessarily guarantee acceptance; as Richmond

states,

...the more established ethnic strata may
resist the tendency towards structural
assimilation in order to maintain their
pos i t ion. I ns t i tut ional i zed
discrimination may relegate immigrants
in generalr or certain nationalities to
an inferior 'entrance status' which may
persist in later generations (nichmond
and Zubrzychi 1984 p. 1).

It is clear from the literature, then, that as a

process, nigratíon is characterised by a great many
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changes which necessitate adaptation to novel

circumstances. Roskies (1 978 ) argues that since

organisms have a definite limit to their capacity for

adaptation, this necessity to adapt could be seen as

resulting in a possibfy higher mental illness rate for

immigrants. Specifically, sources of stress range from

problems wittr cultural discontinuity, to change in

family structure, to lack of receptivity of the host

country. Arguing along the same Iine as Roskies,

DaCosta (fgZg) saw the experience of racism in the

school system by black children with the consequence of

deflated self concept. He also found that this low

self concept was reinforced by parents who r âs

non-whites in Canadian society, are given inferior and

negative values as individuals, and who in turn Pass on

to their children in subtle ways their private pain

about their negative evaluation by the society. This

they do mainly by denying their children's pain caused

by their experience of racism in the school systen.

This, then, gives rise to the question of racism as a

factor in adaptation or acceptance. The study of race

relations offers more specifÍc explanations.

Race Relation Theory

For the present I will draw heavily upon the works

of Rex (t gZo ) , Kinloch (tgl+ ) and Greenberg (1 982 ) .
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Their analyses of race relations in terms of colonial

structures is very relevant to this investigation since

both Canada and the Caribbean countries have had the

coloníal experience as their heritage. These writers

in their investigat.ions of race relations, Put forth a

thesis of racial or cultural domination by a particular

elite which defines certain physical differences as

socially significant (i.e. the importance of "whiteness

over blackness" ) . In their analysis, the migrant

population in colonized countries is an economic elite

which exercises influence and has high statusr ês the

representative of an external econonic or political

power. Sometimes these elite migrants form a settler

c1ass, ês in the case of the British and Northern

Europeans who settled in the New World. Often they are

transient, returning in due course to the imperial

country of origin as in the case of the plantation

economies of the Caribbean. If they do not do so

voluntarily, they may eventually be forced out if there

is a successful revolt against colonial donination as

evidenced by the Haitian revolution against the

French.

As stated by Kinlock (1974 p. 7),

race re Iat ions i nvolve the ongo i ng
interact ion on individuals, group and
societal levels between grouPs defined as
races, resulting in continuous modification
of intergrouP relat ions in both the
structural and attitudinal levels.
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In his analysis of the ongoing relationship
between colonial structures and the evolution of race

relations, Kinlock maintains that the nature of a

society's race relatíons, its social definition of

race, and the rise of institutional racism are embedded

in a colonial past. In a colonial setting, he

explains,

...this negative social definition is
translated into political policy through
the subordination and exploitation
of certain groups def ined as ' races' .

In this manner a racist social system
is developed on an ongoing basis by
a colonial elite - i.e. an external
group that emigrate to another societfr
conquers the local population and
import other race s / gr oups for economic
labour purposes and develop a racist
economy and social structures to
ensure its superordinate position.
(xinlocx 1974 p. 6)

Greenberg (rggo p. 2l), in his anarysis of internal

colonialis¡n and cultural domination concurs with

Kinlock and states:

...wor1d wide patterns of white European
hegemony were imposed within national borders,
creating in the process oppressed 'racial
colonies' . People of colour becane ethnic
minorities enbloc, collectively through conquest,
slavery, annexation or a racial labour policy....

The unevenness of development creates 'advanced'
and 'less advanced' groups. The superordinate
group now ensconced as the core, seeks to
stabiLize and monopolize its advantagês, by
institutionalizing the differences between the
groups and allocating roles and benefits in brays
that perpetuate the differences. the contrast
between core and periphery, consequently emerges
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as a cultural division of Iabour a super-
imposition of cultural differences upon economic
ínequalities.

The colonial or unequal power approach to the

study of race relations emphasizes the relevance of

social dífferentiation based on perceived physical and

cultural di fferences and the rat ionar.ization of

discrirnination on the basis of a biological theory of

racial differences. Rex (l 970 ) concludes that

"díscrimination is at the centre of all race relations

problems" and that "physical features such as colour

can operate as a very effective criteria for

distinguishing a group and they are ¡nore irradicable

than cultural characteristics." (p 130)

Kínlock argues that as economic developnent takes

place, racially defined minorities wiIl begin to reject

the negative definitions inposed on them by tTrose in
power. This is accomplished by a conbination of

re-education and re-socialization, and mass political

and social action on the part of the oppressed racial

minorities. Conflict intensifies as the governing

group tries to suppress these actions i however,

suppression serves only to increase minority pressure

for change, ultimately leading to a new system of

racial interaction.

The pattern of race relations expounded by Rex,

Kinloch and Greenberg - one based on the society's
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colonial past - is the basis for the evolution of race

relations in both Canada and the Caribbean. A strict

racial caste system such as that which existed in the

West, Indies under slavery and in the United States

during and even after slavery was never present in

Canada. However, the system of interaction which has

developed in Canada between the dominant Anglo-Saxon

group and other less powerful ethnic groups is

essentially one of negative competition based on the

state of the country's economy and the need for labour.

The notion here is that this kind of relationship is a

factor in the "acceptance" and "adaptation" processes

of the " immigrant/host framework" and that this is
particularly relevant to the adaptation of "coloured"

immigrants.

The next chapter discusses race relations as they

evolved in Canada and the Caribbean.

Life Satisfaction

For the most part the Iiterature discussed has

been focused on migration and race relations. Other

areas of investigation pertinent to this study are

studies on Life and Job Satisfaction. Satisfaction may

be thought of as resulting from need gratification. In

the work situation job satisfaction Iies in rewards for
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task accomplishment which are largely nonetary but also

include some "psychic" rewards. While income or

monetary rewards provide satisfaction of physiological

and safety needs r psfchological needs which include

self-esteem and self-actualization are satisfied

through job content, the status or social approval

accorded individuals for successful achievement and the

enjoyment of social interaction with the work group

above and beyond the task activity. Researchers in job

satisfaction have therefore recognized income, job

contentr promoLional opportunities and degree of work

group interactíon as important variables and have

reported cons i stent correlat ions between these

variables and level of satisfaction (nouinson & shaver

Le75).

In the case of Life Satisfaction, most of the

studies have been done on the elderly population.

However, there are some works that discuss other

populations. Life satisfaction can be seen as a state

of overall happiness or contentment from having ones

needs adequately met. .Tob satisf action is theref ore, a

major factor of Iife satisfaction. Research has shown

that working people experience a higher level of

overall satisfaction than the unemployed and that there

is correlation between self esteem and satisfaction.

(Robinson and shaver 1975). As Berger (rO0a p 76)

states:
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...the social control of ones occupationar systemis so important because the job decides whaf one
may do in most of the rest of one,s life whichvoruntary associations one wirl be allowed tojoin, who will be ones friends, where one will beable to live
A propos i t ion drawn from exchange theory

postulates that the greater success the mare

experiences in the occupational system, the greater the
marital satisfaction he and his wife wilt experience.

According to this line of reasoning, the greater the

level of marital satisfaction based on positive
definition of economic rights in terms of income and

life style, the more gratified the partners will be

with each other and the system or situation in which

they find the.mselves. (Burr et aI 1979)

In this study, these postulations on job and

intrafamiriar satisfaction are seen as analogous to
life satisfaction in generar and are very pertinent to
the study of west rndian immigrants in the workprace.

Following Robinson and Shaver (tgZS), is expected

that expressed happiness or satisfaction is a prime

indicator of a person's general adjustment, while
replies of unhappiness or dissatisfaction can be seen

as one component of alienation from the social system.



Canada and Race

PERSPECTIVE ON
IN CANADA AND

Canada has not been fertile ground f.ot an ideology

of racism, and indeed no indigenous system of racial

ideology has ever grown here, for exampler âs occurred

in the United States. However, as both Porter (1965)

and Walker (1980) found, careful examination of the

Canadian "mosaic" reveals that it is a vertical one,

part,icularly in economic terms, with the ranking

frequently being defined racially.

Since Canada is a country with a colonial past the

theory of race relations put forth by Rex, Kinloch, and

Greenberg, as outlined earlier, is also applicable to

the Canadian situation. Here one can see similar

colonial experiences of super-ordinate colonial rule

and sub-ordinate conquered native Indian. The issue of

the social and economic inequal i t.y of Canadian

aboriginal peoples and their continued struggle for a

viable place in the Canadian socio-economic political

structure demonstrates this. Porter (1965) notes that

Indians, Inuit and Metis peoples consistently occupy

the lowest ranking positions in Canadian society.

CHAPTER 3

Relations

RACE RELATIONS
THE CARIBBEAN

34
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Historically, racism toward indigenous peoples has

taken the form of paternalistic polícies and treatment

which have prevented their full participation in the

major, social, economic and political spheres. "The

Indian Act, dating from 1876 to the present, continues

in practice, a polícy of wardship initiatec by the

British to protect a supposedly "childlike- people

considered incapable of managing their own affairs".
(Hughes and Kallen I974 p. I04) The result of such

policies has been unequal access to power, FÍivilege
and prestige.

Hostility toward Canadians of African ano Asiatic

origins, whether expressed overtly or not, has a long

history in Canada. As in all other parts of this

hemÍsphere, Blacks in Canada started out in the role of

the slave. Slavery as a labour system did not develop

on a large scale in Canada as no large plantation

system existed in this country. However' as Walker

( fggO ) notes " . . .until the early nineteenth centur1lr

throughout the founding of the present Quebec, Nova

Scotia, New Brunswick and Ontario, there was never a

time when B1acks were not held as slaves in Canada. "

(p. 19) As such they made a valuable contribution to

the economic development of the country.

Fo1lowing the abolition of slavery in the British

Commonwealth, coloured imnigrants who came to Canada
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vrere Black Loyalists who left the United States for

Canada during the American Revolutionary war. These,

according to Bolario and Li ( I9B5 ), " . . . made many

valuable contributions to the British war efforts as

soldiers, guides, spies , woodsmen, batmen, buglers ,

musicians and general labourers. " Both Walker and

Bolaria and Li poínt out that. although promised the

same treatment and rewards as whites, blacks did not

receive it when the war ended. A small portion

received smaller acreages and Iess fertile land than

the allotments given to whites. BIacks were not

allowed to own title to the land. They were granted

allotment on a "licence of occupation".

The different treatment given to the early black

set.tlers kept them in poverty and resulted in many

becoming indentured servants providing cheap labour to

the white settlers. This drew resentment from many

unernployed whitesr rêsulting in Canada's first race

riot. In L784 a mob of white workers att.acked some

black areas in Nova Scotia, dest.royed black property

and drove may blacks out of town. As the black

comnunity grew the racism that lay beneath the surface

gradualty came to be institutionalized with segregated

churches and schools and Iaws against the full

participation of Blacks in the life of the communitíes

Ín which they lived. (Bolaria & Li f9B5). School
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segregation was legally established under "The Act f.ot

the Better Establishment and Maintenance of Public

Schools in Upper Canada" (Hill I9B1 ) . It was not until

1965 the last, segregated school in Ontario was closed.

The literature ( patel 1980, Ramcharan 1982,

Bolaria and Li f985 ) reveals that from the outset the

whole guestion of the Asian presence in Canada was a

question of labour exploitation. EarIy Chinese and

Japanese labourers imported to build the railways, were

unwelcome in even the lowest occupational positions

upon cornpletion of the railways. To tlu extent that

their labour was needed, because other labour was not

available, .it was useful and therefore acceptable. But

as soon as there was a surplus of labour, the Asians

began to be identified as a threat to Canadian society

and virtually every evil was blamed uPon them.

Canada's immigration laws were the main tool used

to stem the flow of Asian immigrants to the country.

Between 1885 and L92I Chinese immigration was limited

by the imposition of a head tax upon every Chinese

entering the country. As well, "ín 1923, the Canadian

parliament passed the Chinese Immigration Act, which in

essence excluded all Chinese from entering the

country." (eofaria & Li f9B5 p. B6) The Act was

repealed after World tlar II. In British Columbia the

legislature passed anti-Chinese bills aimed at
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curtailing the potitical and civil rights of the

Chinese in that province. They were also barred from

entering the professions or holding certain skilled
jobs .

Japanese and East Indians, though not prohibited

from entering the country by legislation, were limited

through arrangements under "gentlemen's agreement.s"

between the Canadian government and the governments of

their respective countries. The ability of the

Japanese conmunity to organize itself was perceived as

an economic and political threat. As a result, "The

Asiatic Exclusion League was formed in Vancouver to

exclude all Asian f rom the provincert, Patel ( 1982 ).

According to PateI the anti-Chinese/.lapanese riots

resulted from the predominanLly British-origin
population being "obsessed with the desire not only to

¡naintain their British heritage but also to exclude the

'undesirables' who were considered racially and

culturally inferior" (p.9 ) ,

.Iapan¡ s entry into World War I I resulted in the

violent disruption of the Japanese community and the

destruction of Japanese- Canadian subculture in L942

through the forced re¡noval of the group frorn their

communities. Families were uprooted and the community

Iost whaLever status it earlier possessed.

The situation of French-Canadians cited earlier

shows that "people of colour" are not the only groups
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who have experienced negative race relations in Canada.

Ramcharan (1982 ) notes that "... the French-Canadian in

Quebec was assigned an inferior social and economic

role historicalIy..."(p. 8) vatliêrs, (fgZf) in

describing their situation, called them "the white

niggers of America" due to the racisn they experienced

from Anglo-speaking Protestant Canadians. He described

the French as "exploited second class citizens" who had

no control over economic and social policy. Both

writers concluded that the French struggles of the

I 970 ' s, while taking on the political form of

separatisn, must be seen as an atternpt at inproving

their social and economic status.

Racial discrimination is an individual, group, and

systemic problem in Canada. l"luch legislatÍon has been

passed aimed at eradicating and remedying

discriminatory behaviour. Human rights acts, Iabour

codes and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms contain

provisions to address the problem.

Section 1 5 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms

protects every individuals' right to equatity without

discrimination. It states:

(1 ) Every individual is equal before
and under the law and has the right to
the equal protect ion and equal benef it
without díscrimination and in particular,
without discrimination based on colour,
religion, sex, â9ê or mental or physical
disability.



(2) Subsection (1 ) does not preclude any
Iaw, program or activity that has as its
object the amelioration of conditions of
disadvantaged Índivíduals or groups including
those that are disadvantaged because of race,
national or ethnic origin, colour, religion,
sex, age or mental or physical disability.

Despite legislation, today Native people in Canada do

not have anything that begins to approximate equality

in a country they inhabited before any others. In his

1 984 Royal Commission Report, Judge Abella stated

"Non-whites alI across Canada complained of racisn.

They undeniably face discrimination, both overt and

covert" p. 47.

Race Relations in the Caribbean

Kinloch's analysis holds true for the peoples of

the Caribbean. The Caribbean peoples are mainly of

African descent. Important minoritíes are East Indians

(mainly in Trinidad and Guyana), Chinese, and, European,

of British, French, Spanish, Dutch and Portuguese

extraction. There are also many people of mixed blood,

and racial and cultural mixtures make the West Indies

one of the more cosmopolitan areas of the world.

In terms of race relations the peoples of the

Caribbean have over the last four centuries evolved

from a state where by custom and by law any person of

European birth or ancestry, regardless of economic

circunstances, intellectual ability, or educational

40
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achievement enjoyed social status superior to that of

any non-white person. Fron the late 1600's to the mid

1800's, the white mígrants in the Caribbean regarded

the larger non-white population as subordinate and

inferior, ascribing to them status positions of slavery

for the African and indenturship for the East IndÍans

and Chinese who arrived later.

On the plantations as well as in the cities, the

colour of one's skin fixed both the social position and

the occupation of the possessor, with blackness

indicating menial and arduous labour and whiteness

reflecting superiority and Ieisure. The abolition of

slavery and consequent decline of plantation economy in
the mid to late I 800's ushered in a crucial turning

point giving rise to a nevr pattern of black-white

relations. The masses of freed blacks began to reject
the negative def init ions irnposed on them by the

plantation masters and sought to forge a national and

cultural ident.ity that would demonstrate less cultural
economic and political dependence on Great Britain and

Europe and look nore to Africa for aesthetic and

cultural inspiration. This period perhâps, reached its
zenith in the pan-Africanist novement of Marcus Garvey

in the I 920's.

The I 930's for most Caribbean countries sahr the

beginning of a period of decolonization and nationalism

whÍch dislodged the ruling British elite and culminated
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in the granting of political independence in the 1960's.

One consequence of the granting of political

independence was a new arrangement between the two

principal racial groups. The white migrant group gave

up fornal poliLical control and many whites repatriated

to Great Britain. Although the granting of

independence meant the formal transfer of political

power from a white colonial elite into the hands of a

Iocal black middle class, economic power remained with

the whi.te settler class and a signif icant proportion of

mulattoes. In terms of race relations, independence

assured majority black political representation leading

ultimately to a new systen of racial interaction in new

nation states.

The post independence years ushered in the process

of forging a new identity, for each nation state of the

region, out of the nass experience over time and in

quite unique circumstances. This, in natural response

to the obstinate fact of a socíety that has been deeply

segnented historically in terms of clearly designated

superordinates and subordinates, is being achieved by

West Indians, " through a conplex process of

transformation through adjustments, rejection,

af f irnation and innovation. " (tlettteford 1978 p. 68 )

Since the different countries started gaining

independence ín the I 960's, sentiments of black

consciousness and national pride are surging among

.....1.! r*,:- .........-
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Caribbean peoples in their homeland as well as

expatriates and no less among caribbean immigrants in
Canada.

The foregoing indicates that the pattern of race

relations which has evolved in Canada is one of
negative competition between the more powerful
Angro-saxon white groups and the ress powerfur ethnic
groups. As wel1, colonialism created a situation in
the caribbean in which complexion and socio-economic

status have traditionarry been highry correlated.
However, West Indians in their native lands have

not been exposed to the same kind or degree of
racially-biased situations that so nany experience in
canada. Arso, black west rndians in canada experience

minority status for the first tine. rn the caribbean

they are the majority group. This majority position
gives each individuar a certain sense of security which

is lost in canada. coping with this minority status in
an unfamiriar environnent, where brackness has been

traditionarly associated with negative stereotypês, can

be very traumatic for the individuar. This situation
must, therefore, be seen as a factor in the process of
adaptation and must irnpinge upon caribbean immigrants,

level of satisfaction with their líves in Canada.



Canadian

CANADA AND THE CARIBBEAN II'IMIGRANT

West Indians have been present in Canada for over

a hundred years , íf only in small numbers. Prior to

L967, non-white ínmigration had been successfully

Iimited to a very small percentage of the immigrant

population by Canada's restrictive immigration policy

which was based on race and geography. Up until this
time hundreds of thousands of white migrants were

actively encouraged to enter and settle in Canada while

severe restrictÍons were placed on non-white entry.

Under the highly restrictive Immigration Act of

1910 and its amendment of 1919 and the various Orders

in Council which followed up to the 1950's, the world

was divided into two classes of countries for the

purpose of emigration to Canada, the "preferred" and

the "non-preferred". The preferred were: "First,
returning Canadian citizens, then British subjects from

Great Britian and the self governing do¡ninions other

than Rhodesia, next carne United States citizens.

European farmers with capital were also accepted"

(Green L976). Under the Act, wide powers were conferred

on the Governor General in Council which permitted the

Immigration Laws and the

CHAPTER 4

Car ibbean
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I mmigrant
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"Immigration Officer-in-Charge" to carry out a definite
policy of exclusion. Immigrants most affected by the

Act came under clause ¡rcr¡ which read:

c ...prohibit or limit in number for a stated period
or permanently the landing in Canada or the
landing at any specified port or ports of. entry in
Canada of immigrants belonging to any nationality
or race t oE of immigrants of any specified class
or occupation by reason of any economic,
Índustrial or other condition temporarily existing
in Canada or because such immigrants are deemed
unsuitable having regard to the climatic,
industrial, social, educational labour or other
conditions or requirements of Canada or because
such immigrants are deemed undesirable owing to
their particular customs, Ïrabits, modes of life
and methods of holding property, and because of
their probable inability to become readily
assinilated or to assume the duties and
responsibilities of Canadian cítizenship within a
reasonable time after entry. (Quoted in Green
te76 p. 17)

Economic conditions dominated immigration policy

but the over-riding factor which severely restricted
the entry of non-whites was clearly stated by Sir

Richard þlcBride, head of the administration of British
Columbia when Ín I9I4 he observed, " ...we have always

in nind the necessíty of keepíng this a white man's

country." (Chandrasekhar I986 p. 30). These same

sentiments were expressed by l4cKenzíe King, then prime

Minister of Canada in his statement to Parliament 1947

on immigration policy.

After V'Iorld War II in the late 194O's and early

1950's, the Canadian economy experienced rapid economic

expansion, Iow unemployment and a slow growing domestic

labour force. There was great demand for foreign
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labour which indicated the need for changes in the

guidetines and liberalization of the immigration policy

in order to meet the demands of the labour market.

McKenzie King, in his highly discriminatory speech,

stressed the need to not change the fundamental

composition of the Canadian population, and he brought

in regulations which gave extensive powers over the

composition of immigrant arrivals fron the circle of

countries lying outside the "most preferred" nations

group. He stated:

The poticy of the government is to foster
the growth of the population of Canada by
the encouragement of immigration. The
government will seek by legislation,
regulation, and vigorous adninistration, to
ensure the careful selection and permanent
settlement of such numbers of imurigrants as
can advantageously be absorbed in our
national economy... There will' I am
sure, be general agreement wittr the view
that the people of Canada do not wish as a
result of mass immigration to make a
fundamental alteration in the character of
our poputation. Any considerable Oriental
immigration would, moreover be certain to
give rise to social and economic problens
of a character that might l-ead to serious
difficulties in the field of international
relations. (creen p. 2l-)

Like many other peoples from non-wtrite British

Commonwealth countries, West Indians were barred from

entering Canada unless they felt into a few specific

categories - eg. student and female domestic help.

According to Bolaria and Li, between f 905-I 955 the

total number of West Indians coming to Canada did not
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exceed 3,400. Most of the early pre-I{orld War II
migrants were imported to work in the mines in the

Maritimesr ês well as to serve as porters, waiters and

cooks on the expanding railway system. They were also

enployed to tend boilers and furnaces and as general

seamen on ships in the Great Lakes. Sone who had

served in the army during World War II, were allowed to
remain and settle here. Canadian inmigration
statistics show there were 35,800 imnigrants from alI
of the Caribbean from Ig45 to 1967. In 1955, faced.

with a demand for household workers, the government

established a domestic service scheme with British
Caribbean governments. Under this scheme up to 3OO

donestic servants a year were arlowed to enter canada

to fulfill the demands of the Canadian labour force.

As the "preferred" countries experienced rapid

economic Arowth after World V{ar II, there were fewer

people emigrating frorn these countries to meet the

needs of the canadian labour force. canada then saw

the need to further riberarize its immigration raws to
admit more peopte from the "non-preferred." countries in
order to meet its labour needs.

This recognition resulted in a non-discrimÍnatory

immigration polícy which was no longer an open system

for whites and quota system for non-whites. Once the

annual quota ot. immigrants to be adnitted $ras

determined, it was to be on a first come first served
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basis and to be based on a weighted scale known as the

"point system." The point system came into effect in
7967. Under the systen the applicants' age, skill,
education and emproyment possibilities in canada became

the main factor in assessing applications. The

immigrants þJere to be assessed according to a score

system with a maximuuì of 100 points. The score card is
given in Figure 1 . For admissÍon an independent

immigrant needed a minimum of 50 poínts out of a totar
of 1 00. Dependents were admitted subject only to

medical fitness and security clearance. Nominated

immigrants were also assessed but on a reduced point
system and the minimun score for admission was between

25 and 30 points. Adnission was easier if the

nominator was a Canadian citizen.

canadiantiffii;,:r ion

Subject

1. Education (f mark for each year
of schooling

2. Adaptability, motivatíon,
resourcefulness, initiative

3. Demand for the occupation inmigrant
intends to follow

4. Occupational skí11
5. Age (¡naximum for the applicant

between 18 and 35) and 1 mark
deducted for each year of age
over 35

6. Pre-arranged employment in Canada
7. Language ability (Engtish and/or

French
8. A sponsoring relative in Canada
9. Area to whÍch the imnigrant goes

Total

Source: Canadian StatÍstical Revíew 1970

Score Card

Ì,laximum Points

20

15

t5
10

10
10

10
5
5

iTõ.
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The r iberal izat ion of the imnigrat ion raws

resulted in a substantiar increase in caribbean
irnrnigration to canada in the rast two decadesr ês can

be seen fron the nunbers in Tab1e f(a).
whire in previous years no country outside of

Great Britian, United States and Europe featured in the
top ten reading source countries of immigrants to
Canada, in 1973 Janaica placed f if t.h and Trinidad
placed tenth (Oriedger 1981), Segat (fggO) atso notes
that whíle in I 968 6Bt of canadian immigrants were fro¡n

European countries, by 1974 that number was reduced to
4rz ' with the remainder coning from non-white
countries.

Table I (a)

West Indian Imnigration to Canada, IgOO - IgTg

Year

I 900-1 90r
r910-1919
r920-r929
1 930-1 939
t 940-1949
1 950-1 959
1 960 -7969
r 970-L 979

Source: WaIker

West Indians

374
I ,133

31 5
637

2,936
I 0,682
46, O30

r59,2t6

1984 p 9.

Migration fron the

the I 970's. This

of the I 980's to an

the total number

Percentage of Total
Canadian Immigration

.03

.06

.o2

.27

.68

.69
3 .34

I1 .02

West Indies to Canada peaked during
trend leveled off in the first half
annual average of just over 6,72 of
of immígrants accepted into this



country. Table 1(b) shows the

five years of this decade.

West Indian Migrants as percentage of AIt
Immigrants Accepted into Canada, 19gO-1995.

Year

r 980

r 981

I9B2

r 983

] 984

I 985

50

intake for the first

Table I (b)

Total

143 ,t77

1 28,61 I

t 2I ,I47

89,r57

88,1 99

84,253

Source: Complied from Statistics Canada,

No. 1I-003E "Canadian Statistical

West
Indian

7 ,254

8,566

8,630

7,2\6

5,585

6,l04

Two factors other than the change in Canadian

immigration laws contributed to the substantial
increases of caribbean migrants entering canada.

Firstly, during this period, following race riots in
Great Britian, that country closed its doors to
unrestricted immigration from non-white co¡nmonwealth

countries, consequentlf, English speaking Caribbean

Percentage of
Total Canadian

I m¡nigrat ion

5.1

6.6

7.r

8.1

6.3

7.2

Publ icat ion

Review"
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people who would previously have migrated to Britain
chose instead to take advantage of Canada's liberalized
immigration laws. Secondly, the increasingly hostile
atnosphere in Britain toward non-whites encouraged many

earlier immigrants from the Caribbean to Britain to

migrate from Britain to Canada.

SecondIy, the realities of demographic pressures

with a Iimited rate of economic development in the

region resulted in increasing migration pressures in
the seventies. Table 2 gives selected demographic and

economic data on the Caribbean countries fron which

respondents in the sample came. Examination of this
table shows that these countries are comprised of small

land massesr âDd, with the exception of Belize and

Guyana, they experience high population density and low

per capita gross domestic product.

Much of the already small land mass of these

countries is owned by white Anericans and Canadians who

have bought land indiscriminately in the region.

Concomitant with this is the fact of extensive North

American export and intense salesmanship of ideas,

styles, standards, symbols, products and processes.

Local governments and economies can neither produce nor

provide such products for general consumption. Thus,

faced with the prospect of nationalism and a nation

without enough land or prosperity, many West Indian



Demograplric

Country (Date of Population
Independence )

Barbados

Bel i ze

Grenada

Guyana

Jamaica

St. Kitts-
Nevis

St. Vincent

Trinidad &
Tobago

and Economic

(1e66 )

(1 e8l )

(r97 4')

(1e66)

(r e62)

(1 eB3 )

(re7e)

(r962')

Data on Caribbean Countries Used in the Sample

Table 2

252,OOO

I 46,00O

I 07,000

795,000

2 ,225,000

44 ,4O4

1 I 5,000

| ,L76,0O0

Area
( sq. ¡,tts . )

Source: Migration and
The Unexplored

166

I,864

r 33

83,000

4 ,411

104

150

I,gg0

Populat ion
Dens i ty

per sq. ml.

1,516

I6

809

9.6

504

427

767

594

G.D.P. Per
(us $ mirríon) capita

G.D.P.
us$

Development
Connection.

950.4

184.5

50.2

560.7

2,9-19

48 .I

59

5 ,700

in the Caribbean
Pastor 1984 p. 5

3,877

r,2oo

459

690

I ,339

920

513

4,847

rJl
N'
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nationals saw irnmigration as their only alternative.
These conditions not only contribute to ernigration but

also to the "brain drain" of the young, the daring and

ambitious, and sometimes the trained and acconplished

as well

The last two decades have witnessed a significant
shift in the pattern of Caribbean immigration to

Canada. As a refuge from Caribbean poverty and

neo-colonialism, Canada enjoys a certain positive image

among Commonwealth Caribbean peoples. Canada is viewed

as the new "El-Dorado" and when they focus on Canada's

own colonial heritage they feel a tangible affiliation
with this country

adopted homeland.

West Indians in the

Studies on Caribbean exiles have mainly been

centred on the West Indian community in Eng1and. Little
has been done in studying Caribbean immigrants in

Canada who on arrival here find themselves in a society

where structural racism is a reality, and where they

have to compete for the first necessity for their

survival - a job.

The Human Rights Acts in the various provinces of

Canada prohibit discrimination on the basis of colour,

nationality, place of origin, sex, religion, creed,

physical handicap, etc, in the areas of employment,

which they hope to view as their

Canadian Workforce
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housing and services. Yet, the Special Committee on

Participation of Visible t*linorities in Canadian Society

in its report "EquaIity Now" (fgg¿) found that "there

is evidence of racially discriminatory mechanisms that

provide different advantages and benefits to people of

different races" (p. 4). This committee found that the

most important issue brought before it was finding

work, preferable in keeping with a person' s

qualifications. It states:

Visible ¡ninorities encounter a variety of
systemic discriminatory practices in the
workplace. Minority workers are denied
access to employurent by such recruitment
and selection procedures as word-of-month
recruiting,'Canadian experience' criteria
and culturally biased testing procedures
and interviews. Barriers also exist for
advancement and promotion through relegation
of the minority person to low status and low
income positions, through senÍority policies
and through limited exposure to ne$r job
openings. p. 33

Reitz ( 1981 ) found that at least two groups of

individuals, West Indian Blacks and South Asians, have

lower incomes and experience more unemployment than

other persons; only a small part of which can be

attributed to differences in job qualification. He

found that West Indians have trigh levels of education

but. Iow job status and in particular West Indian men

have very low incomes in relation to education and work

experience.
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rn their studies of west rndian domestics in
canada, Turrittin (rszø¡ and sirvera (rge¿) founcl that
west rndian women, in their efforts towards upward

mobility in the workplace, had negative experiences
with l"lanpower counsellors at various centres.
Turrittín states:

. . . it would appear that the source ofdifficulties these women have had ,getting
on' ís the treatment they have expeiienceã
by representatives of institutions meantto aid themr ds well as by employers. . .
Women have found that Manpower does not
approve'of their leaving domestic work and
in effect encourages emptoyers to pay low
wages to women, some of whom are heads of
householas. (p.314)

They arso found that the circumstances under which

these women entered the country and worked as domestÍcs

were basicatly exploitive

Ramcharan (f0ZO¡, in his study of two hundred and

ninety west rndian heads of households in Toronto,

found that among white-corlar workers 33t were only

able to obtain jobs of a lower status than they held in
their former country while among brue corrar t^¡orkers

onry 262 were able to find suitably commensurate jobs,

with the majority having to take jobs as unskilled or

service workers. rn the same st.udy he found that 5Bg

of all- the respondents experiencecl discrimination in
employment . According to Driedger ( f gBl p. ZI4) ,,The

individual needs to achieve a firm clear, sense of
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identification with the heritage and culture of the

ingroup in order to find secure ground for a sense of

well being. "

He states however:

In Canada entrance status is characterized
by Iow status occupat ional roles and a
subjugation to a process of assimilation
laid down by the charter group. Thi s
situation held and holds for immigrants
generally. Less preferred immigrants,
moveover r êIthough they were allowed to
enter Canada brere channelled into even
lower status jobs than the norm. (p.2O2)

Ramcharan (lggZ)identified the less preferred as South

Asians, Filippinos and West Indians.

l"luszynski and Reitz's (I982 ) study of ethnic

pluralism in Toronto found a fuII 722 of West Indíans

responded that they perceived discrimination to be a

serÍous problem for their group.

Discri¡nination ín employment is a very serious

problen for individuals and groups who suffer it
because it. determines their ability to support

themselves in the world and has important feedback

effects on social and psychological adjustment. The

fact that racial minorities are relegated to low-ski11

occupations profoundly affects their social status and

psychological self image in a negative way. Once a

group becomes associated with a lower status, it
becomes difficult for it, to achieve an ímproved
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position, since other persons who regard members of
that group as inferiors will consciousty or
unconsciously hinder their economic advancement.

Muszynski (f982) found racism and prejudice prevented

minority workers from being considered for supervisory
positions because white workers wourd not stand for a

non-white supervisor.

The caribbean immigrants in canada find themselves

in a position to experience double discrimination.
Firstr they belong to an immigrant minority group and

second, they are brack. Black people in the caribbean

have always been in the numericar majority even when

under the subjugation of the white minority whose

slaves and servants they were. coming from countries
where they not only formed the majority but where many

were widely represented in the middle and higher
classes, they bring with them visions, desires and

training for readership and accomprishments. upon

arrival, however, they find that for the first time in
many generations they must dear not only with the myth

of the superiority of the white race over alr other
races, ncst of all the Black, but they must also deal

with their minority status. rt goes without guestion

that the general treatment they receive, and the jobs

and opportunities they obtain must have a major impact

on the rearization of aspiration and perception of serf
as part of the Canadian conglomorate.



This study is concerned with the discrinination

due to race, as perceived by a select group of

immigrants from the English speaking caribbean now

residing in Metropolitan Winnipeg. It examines the

impact of racism on the life satisfaction of nigrants

who perceived themselves as objects of racial prejudice

and discrimination in the workplace. It also

investigates the migrants use of support systems in

dealing with racial discrimination in the workplace and

how this affects life satisfaction. It further looks

at the relationship between respondents' level of tife

satisfaction and the degree to which they identify with

the larger Canadian society.

In this chapter, I shall describe the rationale

for the hypotheses, state the hypotheses, describe the

methods used to test them and discuss the Iinitations

of the study. There are two major hypotheses to be

tested in this study. The first hypothesis centres on

the perception of self as the object of racism in the

workplace and how this affects Iife satisfaction. The

second hypothesis centres on the migrants' use of

support systems to deal with racism thereby entrancing

life satisfaction.

CHAPTER 5

METHODOLOGY

58



Rationale for Hvpothesis I

The literature (Hughes and KaIlen I974, Green

L976, Reitz 1981, Muszynski and Reitz L982, Abella

1984, Silvera 1984, Walker I9B4 ) shows that racial

discrimination exísts in the workplace in Canada. Some

investigators, such as l4uszynski and Reítz, have found

Vtest Indians to be among the most discrininated against

in the workplace with respect to having restricted

employment opportunities. Thus, West Indians were

found to have low job status and very low income in

relation to education and experience when compared

to other groups.

Social identity is seen as being derived from an

individual's group membership, and, job status and

career tend to determine or influence one's social

status outside the workplace. These must, therefore,

be seen as important and integral parts of one' s

identity (eerger 1963). The experience of racism in

the workplace by Caribbean immigrants must therefore,

be seen as havíng significant impact upon their overall

adjustment in the wider society and their overall

satisfaction with life. The various stresses arising

out of adjustnent to changes inherent in the migration

experience, compounded by the experience of racism in

the workplace provide the rationale for Hypothesis 1.

59
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Hypothesis l.

The greater the degree to which West Indians who

have immigrated to Canada perceive that they have been

the object of racism in the workplace, the lesser the

degree of Iife satisfaction that they wí11 exPerience.

The following sub-hypotheses have been

formulated:

1a As perceived discrimination decreases,

identification with the workgroup increases.

}b As perceived discrimination decreases interaction

with white Canadians away from the job situation

increases.

lc As perceived discri¡nination decreases the level of

life satisfaction increases.

ld As perceived discrimination decreases the level of

identificatíon of self as Canadian increases.

Rat ionale

In the.Caribbean there are very close family and

friendship ties that provide material as well as

emotional support; church, friends, employer, employee

are aII part of this helping network. For the West

Indian whose fanily can be described as "extended"

moving into a society where the farnily is for the most

part nuclear, the process of adjustnent is particularly

difficult.

for Hypothesis II
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Since social agencies as they exist in Canada are

substantially different from tÏ¡ose in the Caribbean, it

is the informal helping network that is sought first

for problem resolut ion. Separat ion from the

tradítional supPort systems must, therefore, have wide-

spread ímplicatíon for Caribbean migrants. For

Caribbean migrants the problems of adjustment inherent

in the migration experience are further conpounded by

the experience of racism in the workplace. In the

absence of familiar supports they find that they must

face and deal with problems alone, oE adapt to the

Canadian mode of seeking help from hÍghly structured,

formal social systems such as human rights commissions

and social welfare agencies. The rationale for

Hypothesis II is therefore, that the migrants' use of

support systems to deal with perceived racism in the

workplace has considerable impact on adjustment to

Canadian society and their life satisfaction.

Hypothesis II

The more formal the network of support used by

Caribbean immigrants to deal with racism in the

workplace, the greater the degree of life satisfaction

that they will experience.

The following subordinate hypotheses are derived

from this:

IIa. As the support network includes nore formal
systens, identification with the work group
increases.



IIb. As the support network includes nore fornal
systems, interaction with white Canadian
colleagues increases.

IIc As the support network includes more fornal
systems, life satisfaction increases.

IId As the support network includes nore fornal
systems, identification of self as Canadian
increases.

Operationalizing the Variables in the Hypotheses

Discrimination was measured by:

( a) perceived refusal of employnent at time of
recruitment because of skin colour;
(b) placement in lower status positions at tíme of

employment because of skin colour;
(c) perceived refusal of promotion on the job because

of skin colour;

(d) perceived exclusion from social activities with

white colleagues because of skin colour;
(e) perceived refusal of service by customers because

of skin colour;

Response to the followíng questions represented

the view of the individual as being the object of

racism in the workplace and are items 8 and 12 to 18 on

the questionnaire.

Questions:

8. Did you experience any problem finding a job here?
Yes No
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If Yes, what were they?



L2. (a) Was your first job here the same as your
former occupation in your own country?

Yes No

(b) If NO, was it in your estimation of the
same, higher, or lower status?

Higher Same Lower

Please tell why it was one of the above.

13. What is your present job?

14. (a) Have you encountered any problem(s) on your
job(s) which you felt were directly related to
your being a coloured immigrant?

Yes No

(b) If yês, what were they?

(d) What were the consequences?

15. (a) Has your colour prevented you from getting
promoted on the job?

Yes No

(b) If YES, descríbe what happened.

16. (a) hlere there any times when you felt you were
not hired because of beinq West Indian?

Yes No

(b) Vlhat were the circumstances?
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L7. (a) Have you been given a fair chance to achieve
your goals in the workplace?

(b) Give reasons for your answer.



18. (a) Do you f eel you have been discriminatecl
against by any of the foltowing:
_Employer _supervi sor Worknates
_Consumers -others (eteasã sþecífy)
( b ) gJhat was the s i tuat ion?

For these items, open ended questions were used to

give respondents freedom in giving verbal descriptions
of their experiences in which they thought they had

encountered incidents of racial discrimination.

white Canadian colleagues was obtained through the

following questions which appear as items 19 and 2L on

the questionnaire.

19. (a) Has your colour kept you from being accepted
socially by other workers on the job?

(b) Describe it?

(c) !{hat were the consequences?

Respondent's Ievel
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of sociaf interaction with

The following question which appears in item

questionnaire was used to measure respondents

identification with the work group.

20. (a) To what degree do you feel you ar.e really a
part of your workgroup. On a scale of l-5 where
would you place yourself?

5
4
3
2
t

ReaIIy fulty part of my work group
Included in most ways
Included in some ways but not in oLhers
Do not feel I really belong
Not a part of work group

(b) Explain your answers.

20 on the

Ievel of
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2I. Do you socialize with white Canadian colleagues

when you are away fro¡n the job?

. Identification of self as Canadian was measured by
iten 22 on the questionnaire.

22. To what degree do you feel yourself a West Indian?
Where would you place yourself on a scale from
I - 5 (5 being the highest value).

t2345

To what degree do you feel yourself a Canadian?

t2345

Hypothesis II which deals with respondents, use of
support systems and level of Iife satisfaction was

tested by items 9, 23, 26 and 27 of the schedule and

are set out below. Specificatly iteurs 9 and 2g dealt
with use of support systems while items 26 and 27

elicited respondents' expressed leveI of satisfaction
with their jobs and with their lives in general as

Caribbean migrants in Winnipeg.

Questions:

9. ( a) List the people and/or organizations fron whom
you solicited help when trying to find a job
here.

23. (a) List the people/organizations from whon you
solicited help when you came against racíal
díscrimination.

26. (a) All things considered, how satisf ie,it are you
with your job? Where would you place yourself
on a scale of I - 5 (5 being the highest value)

5 Very satisfied
4 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
2 Dissatisfied
1 Very dissatisfied.

(b) Exprain your answer.



27. In general, how satisfied are you with your life
as a West Indian inmigrant in Vùinnipeg? Where
would you place yourself on this scale?

5 Very satisfied
4-satisfied
3

2
I

(b) Explain your answer.

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

Concepts such as identification and satisfaction

are complex and multidimensional in nature and

therefore dif f icult to measure. The use of tl're above

fixed alternative questions to measure these concepts

can be seen as limiting the content validity of these

neasures as they do not cover aIt the items that

represent these concepts. In order to strengthen

cont.ent validity, respondents were asked to explain

their choice of answers thereby giving them a chance to

go through the process of recall and evaluation of

their experiences and these are described in reporting

the findings of the studY.

The schedule was designed to include items to

obtain the following information: (a) a9e; (b) sexi

(c) educationi (d) occupation; (e) income; (f) country

of origin; and (g) length of residence in Canada. This

information provided a general description of the

66
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sample as well as enabling the researcher to identify
the relationship between variables such as occupation,

income, length of residence and identification and

sat i s fact ion .

Research Design

This study is an exploratory one. The design is
exploratory/descriptive in nature. (SetLitz, IgSg,

p 50-5I ) es the events to be studied are in the past,

the approach would be ex post facto. It accords with

the definitional content proposed by Kerlinger,
being a "...systematic empiricat inquiry in which the

investigator does not have control of the independent

variables because their manifestations have already

occurred..." 0e75, p 379).

Sampling allows the researcher to draw conclusions

about a larger population with a minimun of cost and

time. Thus, information from a selected group of V{est

Indian nigrants will permit some tentative
generalization to a larger group of Caribbean people.

Probability sanpling, while often the best way to
obtaín true representation, would have been both

impractical and inappropriate. For various reasons it
was not feasible to use a random sample. Drawing a

sample from a group such as West Indians in Winnipeg is
extremely difficult because the parameters of the total
population are not known. The only way to draw even a
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moderately accurate random sanple would have been to

t,ake a private census of aII West Indians in Winnipeg

and then to have drawn from this. This method would

have involved a large expendi t.ure of f unds and

extensive time - neither of which was available to this

reseacher. .

The researcher utilízed a purposive sample. In an

exploratory study it is ímportant that the investigator

be able to select subjects. Utilization of "judgement"

in using a purposive sample aIlows the researcher to

select a sub-group from a population whichr on the

basis of available information, can be judged to be

representive of a population in a general way (uifler,

L977 , p 55 ) . This type of sampling is also supported by

Selltiz (f'gSg) who states: "The basic assumption

behind purposive sampling is that with good judgement

and appropriate strategy, one can hand pick the cases

to be included in the sample." (p. 520) This technique

assumes a considerable knowledge of the population and

sub-group (l.lif ler, 1977 r p. 55 ) . As a West Indian

irnmigrant living in WinnÍpeg for the past ten years,

this researcher has sufficient knowledge of the West

Indian population to be able to use this particular

sampling method.

There are some advantages to the use of purposive

sampling. It reduces the cost of sample preparation



and field work. Units can be

investigator's time constraints.

some disadvantages. As this
sample, variability and bias are

or measure.

Criteria for the Selection of Subjects

To ensure that participants were migrants who had

lived their early years in the VJest Indies, the

subjects must have been born in the Caribbean. The

subjects must have also been involved in church

activities or in one of the West Indian "clubs" in

Winnipeg. It is f ron tl'rese organizations that the

sample was selected. Respondents ¡nusb have lived in

Canada for a period not Iess than five years. This

time element was introduced to reduce the effect of

stress usually experienced by nelv immigrants, due to

the separation from their country of origin and the

early stages of acculturation, which could introduce

bias in the responses. All participants must have been

current.ly employed. Unemployed individuals v\rere

excluded from the sampler ês were those individuals who

might have been seeking employment or had lost their
jobs as they may have introduced additional bias.

These individuals would probably have been experiencing

additional stress which rnight introduce bias in their

life satisfaction responses.
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selected Lo meet the

There are, however,

i s a non-probabi 1i t.y

difficult to control



CoI lect ion

The data were obtained by the use of a structured
guestionnaire administered by the researcher (Appendix

A).

of Data

There are some advantages to the personal
interview. It usually yields a higher percentage of
returns and information is more likely to be correct.
The researcher can make return visits to complete items

on the questionaire or correct mistakes. The

interviehrer is able to contror who responds to the

questionaire (Uifler, Ig77 p g4). One negative aspect

of the personal interview is that'"the human equation"

is difficult to contror. There is no way to eliminate
perceptual distortions. For example, there were no

allowances made to distinguish between the responses of
individuals who night have been married to or in an

intimate relationship with a white canadian. Another

negative feature is that personal contacts take more

time. As a consequence, since aIl interviews were

conducted by the researcher, the sample size r,Jas small

(¡,titter, I977).

Prior to the administering of the questionnaire,

it was pre-tested on ten people and adjustments made.

The items were assigned a code name and number for each

sub-group item.
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In addition to the data collected by use of the
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structured Ínterview schedule, this study also utilized
data from Statistics Canada and other governmental

agencies. Materials collected by agencies as part of

the administrative process arer ês Setltiz ( 1959 )

indicates, collected routinely. These data therefore

have a reduced amount of bias.

It might be thought that an immigrant from the

Caribbean researching this particular subject would

have no problem in procuring interviews. This

researcher found this not to be the case. Initial
contact with those who participated in the study was

made through churches and locaI WesL Indian
Associations. The writer met individually wittr six

known leaders of these various organizations and with

O.T. Anderson, then Chairperson of the Race Relations

Committee. Through these discussions held during the

summer of f9B5 and a search of the library which showed

no previous work done in this area, the writer
determined there was need for such a study.

During the initiat discussion with community

Ieaders a much larger study was envisioned which it was

felt could be used to lobby government. in the area of

affirmative action in employment.

Following this, the writer visited various

churches and association meetings where she introduced

herself as a socíal work student at the University of
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Manitoba and stated the purpose of the project. These

meetings generated many questions frorn those in

attendance wanting to known specifics about what kind

of data would be collected, how they would be analysed,

in what. format results would be presented, to whom they

would be available and how they would be used. Several

individuals who were in these meetings later contacted

the writer by tetephone and stated they had experienced

what they perceived to be serious racial discrimination

in the workplace but would not grant an interview.

These people were afraid that if any part of their

stories appeared anywhere ín print they would be

identified and would suffer serious consequences, maybe

even lose their jobs. One individual thought that if a

copy of the written report was kept in the university

library, consequences of her telling her story uright

even affect her son who was to start attending

university soon.

lVhen the proposal for the project was approved by

the thesís committee in the spring of 1987 the writer

again attended ¡neetings of the organizations mentioned

earlier, explained the project, answered questions and

asked for volunteers to be interviewed. No volunteers

came out of these meetings. The questionnaire v,ras

pretested on ten people known to the writer. These

individuals later served as resources from whom names

of other potential participants were obtaíned. These
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latter persons were contacted by telephone and an

interview requested. A few people contacted this way

still refused to be interviewed. Most, however, were

interested ín the project and were very cooperative.

Interviews were conducted during July and August

L987 in the homes of respondents during weekday

evenings and on weekends. Few problems were

experienced with people not keeping appointments for
interviews. Each respondent signed the "Participant's

Consent" before the interview started (Appendix II).

The interviews lasted fron a brief 20 minutes to 2\z

hours. The average length of time interviews were

about 45 - 50 minutes. The questionnaire was

administered to forty persons.

Analysis and

The study examined the relationship between the

perceived racial díscriminat ion and the nigrants'

adaptation to and identification with the larger

Canadian society and their level of life satisfaction.

These were further examined against factors such as

length of residence in Canada, education, income and

occupation.

Respondents' occupations were placed into four

categories: unskilled labour; skitled Iabour and

services; technical and sales; profess ional and

managerial. Educational attainment was measured by the

Presentation of Data



highest level of education achieved. fncome categories

were also used.

The sampling technique and the surall size of the

sample did not allow for statisticat analysis for test
of significance. Therefore, analysis of the data

include the following procedures: frequency
distribution for each item was cornputed and mean scores

for each dirnension were tabulated; responses were

placed on a scale of high, moderate and low and the

resulting data exa¡nined to determine if positive
ansbrers were related to high leve1s of satisfaction.
The findings are presented in tabular, graph and

narrative form in the following three chapters.

Linitations of the Study
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The major limitations of this study are those of
size and representativeness of the sanple. The study

is tine limit,ed in that it does not include the

experiences of Caribbean migrants with racism in the

workplace over a given period of time. Furthermore,

aIl respondents interviewed are from the English
speaking CarÍbbean, due to this researcher's language

facility being English only, and her lack of noney to
utilíze a translator for non-Engrish speaking caribbean

migrants.
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A major limitation of the study then is that it is
unknown to what extent the sanple is representative of
the total English speaking West Indian population in
Winnipeg. This limits very nuch the extent to which

the findings of the present study can be generalized to
the black population of either Winnipeg or Canada.

With no specific census information on this group of
people the researcher used judgement, relying on her

personal knowledge of West Indian imnigrants, to select
the subjects for the sanple. Effort was, therefore,

made to select a cross section of people accordíng to
occupation. Thus, respondents included homemakers,

cleaning women, couriers, tradesmen and professionals.

Other limitations are, no statistical test of
significance were used and there was no control group.

The criteria for the selection of subjects and the fact
that this is a purposive sample, and not randomly

selected prohibited the use of statistical tests of
significance. It is acknowledged that this might

introduce bias in the process and put IimitatÍons on

the validity of the findings of the study.
Furthermore, the constraints of tiure and f unding

prevented the use of a control group for conparison.

The use of a control group of white imnigrants would

have provided comparison in the experiences of the two

groups in the workplace. This would have given some

indication of whether or not white immigrants had
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similar experiences of discrimination as coroured

immigrants, and whether or not the discrimination
experienced by caribbean imrnigrants vJas in fact due to
race. Thus, a control group of. white immigrants would

have strenghthened the validity of the fÍndings.
FinalIy, interview bias and the timitation this

put on the study must be considered. ,,The personal

interview, as a face-to- face interpersonal role
situation, is beset with peculiar problems, especially
with regard to validity and reliability of the
information obtained." (Nachmias and Nachmías Iggl p.

106) This is particularly important in this study

since the researcher is herself a west rndían immigrant

employed in $rinnipeg. rn order to reduce the risk of
bias the instrument of measurement, that is the
questionnaire, bras carefully constructed to ensure that
content validity is reasonabry strong, bearing in urind

the constraints already mentioned. The use of a

combínation of fixed arternative and open-ended

questions, designed to ¡neasure the concepts being

investigated according to how they have been defined,

is an effort to strengthen content validity.
As stated earlier, the study is descriptive and as

much as possibre respondents' own words have been used

in reporting their experiences and opinions. During

the interview probing was limited to the occassionar

request to respondents to be more expricit in their



responses when asked to explain their choice of "."rr::
to alternative fixed answers. As well, the researcher
had no knowledge of the experiences of any of the

respondents prior to the interview. The usual carefur
observation of non-verbar activity of respondents

during the interview $ras maintained and herped to
assess consistency and accuracy in responses.

Despite the Iimitations of this study, it can be

useful as a pilot project. rn this respect the

findings do indicate the need and provide the basis for
further study in this area. sociar pranners, educators

and service providers shourd also find this usefur in
determining their approach to this problem of racism

when dealing with visible minorities.



CHAPTER 6

RESULTS:

RACIAL DISCRII4INATION IN THE WORKPLACE

fhe results of the study are presented in the next

three chapters. In this chapter I outline the findings

on the general characterÍstics of the sample and

respondents' experiences of racial discrimination in

the workplace. Chapter 7 details the results of racial
discrinination in the v,¡orkplace as it affects
indentification and life satisfaction. In Chapter I
results on the use of support systems to deal wittr

racism and how this affects identification and life
satisfaction are given.

General Characterístics of the Sample

78

The sanple of 40 migrants who participated in the

study represented eight different English-speaking

Caribbean countries as follows: Jamaica (13); Trinidad

and Tobago (8); Barbados (5); St. Vincent (al¡ Guyana

(a); Grenada (2) ¡ Doninica (2) ¡ Belize (2) . As

stated earlier, the majority of the peoples of the

Caribbean are of Àfrican descent. However, nany other

ethnic groups are represented. The composition of the

sample was as follows: African or Blacks (aO¡r Mixed

(5); East Indian ( ); Lebanese (1 ). The five persons

of mixed heritage $rere one each who was Afro-Chinese,
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particular course of study, but subsequentty decided to
make Canada their home. The other 5 (I2.5*) came

because their fiancés were already here and had asked

them to join them.

As the main reason for emigrating is econor¡ic

advancement, which is often tied to educational
achievement, Table 3 compares the level of education of

the immigrants at the tirne of entry to Canada with

their present level of education. The table shows that

the majority of respondents, in their quest to take

advantage of opportunities for self-advancement, have

upgraded their education since coming to Canada.

Education is seen by the people in this sanple as the

vehicle to "get ahead".

Table 3

Level of Education at Entry into Canada and at present

Level of Education

Primary 0-8 years

Some High School

High School Graduate

Prof . College/Some University

Bachelors Degrees

Graduate & Post Graduate
Degrees

At Entry into Canada
No. Percent

I 20t

6 15t

11 27t

T2

At Present
ñõEnt

3

0

4õ'

30t

7 .52

4

3

9

I

9

m

17.5t

r0t
7 .5t

22.5t

20 .0t

22.5*

i¡õr-
0

i¡õE
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Two of the traditional indicators of social class

have been income and education. Thirty-six respondents

answered the income question. According to these

indicators, as shown in Tables 3 and 4, the nembers of

the sample used in this study probably had a higher

socíal class than the general population of
Metropolitian vlinnÍpeg. while this sample is too small

f.or any general izations to be made about the total
caribbean migrant popuration and even ress so about the

population of Winnipeg, some comparisons can be made.

The level of education of the uigrants conpares

favourably with that of the Canadian population at

large. The census information for I9B0 shows that one

in five Canadians over the age of I 5 years have eighth
grade or less education. For the nigrants in this
sample 17.5t or sIÍght1y less than one in five Ìrave

eighth grade or less education. The median years of

schooling for this age group across Canada is ll.B
years and for l'lanitoba 11 .4 years . For this sample,

the median years of schooling is 13.9 years. Those

with no degrees, certificates or diplomas make up 5l.lt
of the total Canadian poputation. In this sample only

358 have no degrees, certificates or diplonas, whíle

42.5* of the nigrants have university degrees. This

compares favourably with the general Canadian

population in which 13.7E of people 23 to 44 years have

university degrees. There are no figures avairabre for
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Manitoba in this category.

The above infornation on education shows the
education of the sample to be well above that of lvlanitoba

and canada in generar. rt is possibre that a larger study
might fínd this level of education consistent with the

caribbean population in winnipeg as canadian immigration

laws and selection policies do favour the nore educated

and skirred as immÍgrants. rmmigrants have also found

that a certificate from a canadian educational institution
is a passport to a decent job and therefore the majority
have taken advantage of th i s and upgra,iled the i r
education.

rncome is the other indÍcator of sociar class. There

are problems associated with trying to obtain the exact

income of individuars, as peopre in generar are reructant
to disclose this inforrnation. As a workable solution, it
bras decided to use an income range as an indicator of
income.

Tabre 4 gives the income range of the sample. As the
tabre shows the mean annual income of the thirty-six
respondents is ç28,722 .00. rt should be noted, hohrever,

that two rârornen in the $l 5,000 to $20, OOO category were

each working one and a harf jobs. The mean income of
those who responded to the question compares favourably
with the mean income of Manitobans which at the time of
this investigation was ç24,5L3,32 according to statistics
canada. The overall higher educational rever of the



Income Range of

Income in $

I 0,000-1 5,000

I 5,001 -20,000

20,001 -25,000

25,001 -30,000

30,001 -35,0o0

35,001 -40,00o

40,001 -and up

No response

Table 4

Respondents at Time of

Number

TotaI
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Interview

Percentage

l{hen the items concerning repondents' jobs are

examined and comparisons are made between the jobs held

before migration and their first jobs in Canada, there

is evidence of downward mobility in job status. Tables

5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) show the types of jobs respondents

held prior to nigration to Canada, their first jobs in
Canada and the jobs they held at the time they were

interviewed. vthire onry 22.52 held unskirled positions

in their homeland prior to rnigration, 42.52 reported

unskilted first jobs in Canada. If we take into
consideration the fact that I 0 respondents did not enter

the job market until after they had completed at least
an undergraduate univers ity educat Íon, then the

incidence of downward mobility is even higher.

10t

202

08

10?

202

17.58

12.5t

108

Mean
Median

40

ç28,722
$32,500

I Oot
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When the respondents were asked to comPare the

status of their first jobs in Canada with those they

held prior to migration, 26 ( GSt ) reported the jobs

they took when they came to Canada were of lower status

than what they held in their country of origín. The

three (7.5t) whose first jobs in Canada were of higher

status than they held prior to migration alI did

university post graduate degrees before entering the

job market. Eleven respondents (272) reported they got

jobs of the same status they held prior to urigration.

These were aII in the unskilled and service

categories.

Category

Unskitled Labour
Services & Skilled Labour
Technical and Sales
Professional & Managerial

Table 5 (a)
Occupationat Categories Before l'1ígration

No. Percentage

TOTA.L

Category

Table 5 (b)
First Jobs Held by Inmigrants in Canada

Unskilled Labour
Services & Skilled Labour
Technical and Sales
Professional & Managerial

TOTAL

9
10
TO
11

40

22
25
25
27

5t
0t
0t
5t

No.

r 00t

T7
I

IO
5

Percentage

40

42,52
20 .08
25.O2

s .0t

r 00 .05
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Category

Table 5 (c)
Job Categories at Time of Interview

No'

Unskilled Labour
Service & Skifled Labour
Technical and Sales
Professional & Managerial

TOTAL

Eleven respondents entered the country having worked

in professional and managerial occupations prÍor to

migration. Of these, four, held nanagerial positions in

their ovùn country. Although Table 5(c) shows more persons

have moved into a job in this general category "managerial

and professional" since coning to Canada, none of them

have worked in managerial positions in this country. À11

the respondents presently in this category are

professionals by virtue of their education and are Iine

workers in their respective organizations.

Perception of SeIf as the Object of Raciçim

9
4
7
20

Percentage

40

85

22.52
10.ot
17.5t
50.0t

Respondents perception of themselves as objects of

racism in the workplace was measured by a conposite index

of six questions, which are items 13, 14,15,16,17, and

18 in the questionnairer ês set out below:

Question I 3: Have you encountered any problems on your

job(s) which you felt h¡ere directly related

to you being a "coloured" immigrant?

r 00.0t
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14¿ Has your colour prevented you from getting
promoted on the job?

1 5: Were there any times when you felt you were

not hired because of being West Indian?

I 6: Have you been given a fair chance to achieve

your goals in the workplace?

17 z Do you feel you have been discriminated

against by any of the following: Ernployer;

Supervisor; Workmates; Consumers?

18: Has your colour kept you from being accepted

socially by other workers on the job?

Response choices of "yes" and "No" were offered for
each question, and alr three parts of question number L7.

rn this index a range of 0 to 9 times is possibre for each

respondent to indicate situations in which he or she

perceived him or herserf as the object of racism in the

workprace. Tabre 6 gíves the frequency distribution of
the respondents' scores. The aggregate score of ,,yes"

responses of the 40 respondents was 164 out of a possibte

360. This gave a mean score of 4.1 out of the possible g

situations in which each respondents' perception of self
as the object of racism in the workplace coutd have

occurred..



Table 6

Frequency distribution of
of Self as the Object of

Index Score

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

No. o
l'1a

Respondents Perception
Racism in the Workplace

I
2
1

6
I
5
I
2
0
0

Res

Total Scores: Male 7'l ¡ Female 93

Mean Scores : AII respondents 4.1 ;
t'lale 3.55; Female 4.65

Figure 2 (a) is a graphic representation of the

frequency distribution. Here the node is shown as 5,

indicating that of the 40 respondents I 1 said they

experienced what they perceived to be racistt in five out

of the nine situations.

This finding also shows that of 40 respondents, 39

(97.59) perceived themselves as the object of racis¡r in

the workplace with varying degrees of frequency, thus

indicating that the perception of self as the object of

racism is very high for this group. Only one (2.5t) of

the 40 respondents indicated no experience of racis¡n in

the workplace.

TOTAL
SCORE

ndents

0
3
I
3
2
6
3
I
2
0

Tota

I
5
2
9
3
tl
4
3
2
0

87

Combined
Scores

0
5
4
27
T2
55
24
2t
16
o



Perception of Self

No. of
Responses

Figure 2 (a)

as the 0bject

11

10

9

r8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

of Discrimillation

88

L23
Index Score
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Women reported more situations in which they

perceived themselves to be the ojbect of racism in the

workplace. The aggregate score of "yes" for women in the

group was 93 with a mean score of 4.65, while tor men the

aggregate was 7l with a mean of 3.55. Figure 2 (b) gives a

graphic reprsentation of these scores and shows that women

out-score men in the average number of situations in which

they perceived themselves to be the object of racism in
the workplace.

Each question in the index is open-ended in design to
give respondents freedom in giving a verbal description of
their experiences in which they perceived they had

encountered racial- discrimination. In each case

respondents were asked to explain or describe the

situation which resulted in a "Yes" response to any of the

above questions. The following section describes

experiences of some respondents whire seeking emproynent

as well as while on the job.

Perceived Discrimination While Seeking Employ¡nent

Twenty-five respondents (62.52) in the sanple said

they experienced what they perceived to be racial
discrimination whire seeking employment. of the fifteen
persons (gZ.St) from the sanple who reported no experience

of racial discrimation while seeking employment, three

came as students and had cornpleted post graduate degrees

before entering the job market fult time.



Figure 2 (b)

Comparing Frequency Dístribution Scores

for Maìes and Females

No. of
Responses

l1

10

9

3

7

6

5

4

3

¿.

I

90

Legend

- 
Female: Ilean

--- Ìlale; I'lean

4.65

3.55

Index Score

\
v

I
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Three came directry to sponsors as domestíc helpers while

seven others held various unskilled positions. The

respondents holding unskilted positions fett that their
kind of work is of such row status that these positions

are mostly filled by coloured imnigrants, hence the reason

for them not experiencing any discri¡nination at the time

of their recruitment.

Two of the respondents who experienced no

dÍscrimination while seeking ernproyrnent held manageriar

positions prior to coming to Canada. They had relatives
here and visited Canada before rnaking the decision to
emigrate. They said they knew what to expect in the job

narket so they did not try to find jobs comparable to what

they held previously. They sought and found lower status
jobs without experiencing any problens.

The twenty-five respondents who experienced
discrimination whire seeking ernployment cane fron arr
occupational levels and $rere as follows: nine $rere in the

Professional category in their oþ¡n countries prior to

coming to Canadai ten in Technical and Sales; five in
skilled Labour and one in unskitled Labour. of the nine

who were in professional positions, four said they had

probrems getting their educational certification accepted

as on par with Canadian certification.
The respondents who reported experiencing

discrimination while seeking enployment, said that they
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had encountered discrimination from prospective employers

in the prívate sector, from public agencies and from the

staff of Canada Employment Centres.

The most frequent incidents encountered appeared to

occur at the time of the interviews. In the typical case

the respondent would ansvi¡er an advert i senent in the

newspaper, would go for an interview and would fail to
obtain the job. In these situations the prospective

employer would rarely tell the respondent that they were

being denied the position on account of race. Instead.,

the respondent would be told that he/she wo¡:ld be called

later, but was never contacted. Some respondents

repeated thís procedure several times before they were

able to obtain employment.

A combÍnation of - "no Canadian experienc€", covert

discrininatory attitudes, such as apparent surprise and

discomfort by the interviewer when faced with an applicant

who is a person of colour, and one occasion of direct
overt discrininatory remarks were cited by respondents.

Following are examples of experiences related by

respondents.

One person was sent to a job by a Canada Employrnent

Centre counsellor. Upon arrival for his prescheduled

intervÍew he asked for the manager and was told tl.e

manager was out. After waiting for over an hour, he

finally met the manager who turned out to be the same
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person who f irst tord hin the ¡nanager was out. The

interview consisted of this person inforning hin
"Listen, r have nothing against you personally, but if r

hire you my meat won't sell so r can't give you the job.

You understand, f have to protect my business.',

Another respondent related that she had had severar
years experience in banking prior to coming to canada.

she appried and was interviewed and serected arong with
two other applicants, who were white, to write a test for
a position in a bank. This position was of rower status
than her rast job. The individuar who did the initial
interviewing and supervised the writing of the test was

very impressed with her performance and assured her she

would be selected for the position. she was then taken to
meet the person who would confirn her selection. she

observed that t,hís person seemed surprised when they net,
and "was obviousry uncomfortabre and at a ross for words,,.

This person left the roon for a few ninutes and upon

returning, informed the respondent that someone else was

selected to fill the position. This respondent eventuarly
got a simirar job in another bank without even being

interviewed. A f riend of hers ha,d a f riend who þras a
friend of the assistant manager of the bank. He offered
her the job on the basis of what he was told of Ïrer

previous experience in banking.

Another respondent related that she had a degree and
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thirteen years experience in her field of work prior to

couring to Canada. Before nigration, she was in middle

nanagement in the organization for which she worked. When

trying to get her first job in Canada she got a list of
job vacancies from the Canada Employment Centre. She made

applications to six of these ptaces. She was told in

three personal interviews for Iine worker positions that

she needed Canadian experience in order to be enployed.

At tv'ro of three interviews for jobs of even lower status,

she was also told she needed Canadian experience and at

the other interview she was told she was overqualified for
the position. In some of these interviews she was advised

to do a period of volunteer work in order to get Canadian

experience. This person eventually accepted a job of

Iower status in an organization which at that time had

several openings for line positions conparable to her own

training and experience.

A total of 1 9 respondents (47 .52 ) in the sample said

they were told in interviews that they vJere being denied

employment because they had no Canadian experience.

Two young men related similar stories of phoning

prospective employers in response to newspaper

advertisements and being told to come and complete

application forms. In each case when the respondent

arrived he was told the vacancy was already filted. Each

returned home, phoned again the following day and was told
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the position was still vacant. Each related to the person

at the other end of the phone his experience of the

previous day. In one case a different person then came on

the phone and totd the respondent that the position was

indeed filled but that the person who first answered the

phone was not aware of this. Of course, the respondent

did not believe this. In the other case when the

respondent related his experience of the previous day, the

person at the other end Ïrung up the phone without

responding and left it off the hook.

Perceived Discrimination at the Workplace

Twenty-eight persons (709) experienced problerns while

working on the job which they perceived as related to

their being coloured immigrants. The types of problens

experienced include racial discrimination by means of

covert racist attitudes, unfair placenent in low status

positions for unduly Iong periods of. time after

recruitment, racist remarks by others in the workplace,

being denied social acceptance by white co-workers,

consumers refusing to accept service from a person of

colour and being denied promotion. Table 7 gives the

frequency distribution of the problems experienced.

These respondents reported experiencing

discrimination from consumers, co-workers, their immediate

supervisors and employers while on the job. The most



Frequency
Types of problems

Problem Experienced

Covert racist attitudes
Racist remarks
Unfair low status placement
Denied social acceptance
Denied promotion
Consumer refuses service

Table 7

Distribution of
Experienced on the Job

Table I
Frequency Distribution of

Persons from whom Discri¡ninatíon r.ras

Category of persons

Supervi sors
Workmates
Employers
Consumers

Yes

prevalent offender was the supervisor. rn the raajority of
these cases, the discrimination was not perpetrated by
their first supervisors but usualry by a neb, supervisor
whenever there was a change of personnel in this position.
Tabre I shows the distributions of perpetrators of racial
di scriminatory behaviours .
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Total

40
40
40
40
40
40

Experienced

Reports of discrimination by supervisors ranged from
cutting back hours of work î refusing respondents

Total

40
40
40
40
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opportunity for upward mobility, harassment, intimidation
and threats to force respondents to resign, to raying off
respondents in order to enploy a white person. Fortowing

are examples of some of the situations encountered by

respondents. A former nedicar secretary at a community

health clinic reporteds

I worked in that position for four and onehalf years. I was good at my work and got
along well with everyone doctors, nurses
and especially patients. Three years ago a
nehr director came on staff. She startedpushing me around wÍth the intent that I
should quit. I did not quit so she startedgiving me other duties and finally laid me
off saying my position was not neeãed. Two
days after I left my position was renamed
and posted on the butletin board. Within a
week it was fílled by a white person with
less experience. I went to the Human Rights
Commission but they said there was no clear
case of racial díscrimination.

This person now has a job as a sares crerk in a

department store arthough she is a trained and experienced

medical secretary.

A former restaurant emproyee who had just recently
quit her job in anger reported that after getting a new

supervisor her hours had been graduarly cut back from

ful1-time to between I 6 and Io hours weekty. Also,
arthough she was the longest ti¡ne employee in the
restaurant, she was not allowed to serve tables whenever

there þrere speciar occasions such as parties and banquets.

she repeatedly asked for more hours and finalry confronted
her supervisor for an explanation as to why her hours were
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cut back and she râras removed from certain duties. He tord
her he was the boss and she should not question what he

did. rf she didn't like it she shourd reave. she reft
and found another job.

A mactrinist at a motor vehicle factory said he had

been repeatedry denied opportunity for upward mobility
arthough required to teach ne$, white recruits how to
operate the machines. They in turn h¡ere often later
promoted above him.

A motor vehicle sales representative who described

himserf as an aggressive worker who has consistently done

werr on his job making top sales for hÍs company told of
raciar srurs made against him and described how recently
his supervisor deprived him of an award.

Records o_f each person's sares are kept in theoffice and tatried at the end of the mont-hr euãrtêrand year for these awards. rt's an incentive andyou get an extra bonus. This man became so jearous
that one day when r was not there he gave thã other
salesmen cards on which to record their sares to beturned in to him at the end of the month. The daythe award went to someone erse, r questioned ítbecause r knew r made the most sareJ. He simplysaid r didn't turn in my card to hin. r poinleãout that the records were in the office and r knewnothing of his new card system. He saidsarcastically, ,to bad for you.i you see they arejust jealous and don,t want to see blacksprogress.

A Licenced Practical Nurse reported:

r got along welr with my co-workers and supervisoruntil about six months ago when they founã out rbought this house. since then their attÍtudestowards me have changed. r often hear them makingunkind racial remarks but r pretend not to hear.Now, the supervisor has become very partiar. r an
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being pushed to work harder, doing my duties asweII as those of white workers, who, will report towork, then say they are not feeling well and areallowed to go home brithout a ,sick slip, from thedoctor. seeing the frequency with which this is
now happening, one day r asked the supervisor aboutit when r was required to do another workers duties
along with nine. She said to me, ',you are
different".

one regÍstered nurse said her supervisor and doctors

on the ward recognized her years of excellent performance

and recommended her for the position of Head Nurse. The

white nurses working under her became very critical and

uncooperative. Apart from making racist remarks they
sabotaged her work to the point of endangering patients'
lives. she was forced to leave this position for fear she

might be herd responsible for a patient's death due to
their negligence. she was offered another position in the
same hospital as a regurar R.N. on a ward wittr a rarger
raciar nix. she worked in this position until she was

again nade Head Nurse, after which she left that
hospital.

one man felt that he hras overqualified and underpaid

on both his previous and present jobs. He has a ph.D in
English but could only find employment with the Department

of rndian Affairs teaching l,Iaths in a Northern Manitoba

school. while in this schoor he applied for a position
to teach English but a white, far less qualified person

was recruited. He felt his position in this school should

have been at least head of the Engrish department. He
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arso appried and was recommended by the Dean for a

position in the Engtish department of Brandon university
and felt the onry reason he did not get the job was

because he hras black. Having ,'had enough of the North,,
where he worked for severar years, he cane to winnipeg,
but over the past four years has not been able to obtain a
job as an Engrish teacher. He has reft the teaching
profess ion .

"r needed a job so after trying unsuccessfurry forarmost_ a year to get a teactrin! position, i rraa totake whatever I could get. r¡

Three teachers reported experiencing opposition from
their colleagues when they appried for positions as

vice-principals. All three fert that if they were white
they wourd not have experiencd any opposition as they arr
have Masters degrees in education, many year teaching
experience and had proven themselves competent in the
crassroom. one who was teaching in a northern community
said threats hrere made to do him bodily harn if he was

selected for the position of vice-principar. A ress
quarified, ress experÍenced white individuar was selected
and so this respondent subsequently left that job.
Another reported that he had worked in the city for many

years and $¡as a very active person both in the schoor
community and in the black community. He $ras by-passed
twice for a vice-principa|s position. The third time the
opportunity came around, he protested to the schoor board
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and hras serected. This brought protest fron his white
colleagues but the schoor board had no choice but to
select him. When he took up his position, he was not
given an office and for several months was allowed to
carry out very few of the responsibilities of a

vÍce-principar. with quiet diplornacy he gradualry worked
himserf into the role and alr its responsibilities. He

has been in this position for three years and whire he

said he has gained the respect of his colreagues for his
high lever performance, he has not been confirured in the
post permanentry because the principal has not recommended

it and has given hím no reason why.

The third person, a woman, said that when she
expected to be appointed vice-principal, she was adroitly
transferred into "special education,, to set up a special
pro ject . whire she h¡as occupied with this project, a

white person with fewer years experience and ress
competent than herself was given the pos it ion of
Vice-Principal. since then each ti¡ne she asked about
promotion to vice-principal, the superintendent redirects
her interest to some other " speciar pro ject,, with
assurance that no one erse can do it was welr as she can.
He then makes promises that the next vice-principa| s

position that comes avairable witr be hers but this has
not happened in four years.

one person perceived pressure from his supervisor to
carry a heavier workload than his white counterparts as
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raciar discrimination. This person has a masters degree

in psychotogy and worked as a social worker Ín a chird
welfare agency. He described how his supervisor assigned
him the largest caseroad and, the most difficurt cases in
the unit. He $Jas of ten asked to do psychorogical
assessments on children with whom he was not working and

arso used as a consultant by those working with the
children he assessed. This gained him the respect of many

of his white corleagues but he fert his supervisor was

jealous because he did not expect a black person to be so

competent. His caseroad became unmanagable and he worked

rate most evenings and sometines on the weekends. He

reported, "supervision time was spent picking ny brain and

any comment nade by him about my expertise was done with
sarcastic overtones." This person fert his supervisor
pressured hin because he is black and rnight have been

trying to get him to quit his job. consequentry he asked
for a transfer to another unit.

Thirty nine of the forty persons in the sampre

reported experiencing what they perceived to be raciar
discrimination in the workprace i.e. at time of
recruitnent as werr as whire working on the job.
Respondents were asked about the consequence to them of
their experience. Responses to the items concerning
consequences of the discrimination experienced is given in
Table 9,



Table 9

consequence to the rmmigrant of perceived Raciar
Di scr imínat ion

Consequence

Psychological

Loss of Income

Quit

Trans ferred

Outside Intervention
Physical altercation

N
* =39

Percentage given to the nearest whore number.

As shown in the table, the two most frequentry
mentioned consequences of the experience of racial
discrimination in the workplace are its psychorogicar
effects and loss of income. Arr thirty-nine persons who
reported experiencing discrimination said this experience
had psychological consequences for the¡r. one man who

reported that over a two month period he appried for more
than twenty jobs and attended about a dozen interviews
fert he was repeatedry denied enproynent because he was

not a white person. He described the effect this had on
him as follows:

Number

103

39

28

9

7

7

l

Percentage

100.o

72.O

23.O

18.O

18.O

3.O
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. . .When :l"I_,!_r_""t you tike this over and overr ¡louknow, ir- makes you f-eet ri\" you're 
""f õ""d1nougnto do their job, when all y-o,.r want is an honestbreadr fou start to wonder iri yoursetf if somethingis wrong with you. you can,t ãr.n p"y for your ownaccomodations and food. you have fo-depená on thekindness of others- for _everything. rî-*ãr.À, youfeer worthress. Then -when lo., finarry ;;¿--" jobthe racism hit_ you in the facã dairy in'oíe for* o,another, it affects your mind, it ïakes V""-angryand nistrustful of thã white people.

Another person who had used the Human Rights
commission in his fight against raciar discrimination in
order to be tenured in his position stated:

However quarified and conpetent you are, this sortof thing does somethi_ng tõ your psyche. you beginto doub.t yourself ana it af fects youpsycho'l.ogically, even 
_ 
af ter you have tougtrt and$ron. The very fact that you have to use outsideforces- to be regítimized dästroys part of you. rtis a threat to one,s very core ol uåing . '-

Among the zB respondents who reported ross of income
as a consequence of racial discrir¡ination three factors
were cited as resulting in 10ss of incone. These were as
f ollows: one being denied enrproyment at the time of
interview; two, being praced in a job with rower status
and less pay than wourd be given a whíte worker with
sinirar qualification and experience, and three, being
denied promot Íon to a higher status better paying
position.

one person rerated her experience of a combination of
psychorogicar stress, ross of income, being transferred
and subsequentry quiting her job. she described this
consequences as follows:



At recruitment. I. was placed in a low status,
Iow_ paying position not commensurate with myqualifications and experience. r worked thefirst -t*o years to prbve myself to everyone.Over the next two years I ãppfied for betterpaying positions twice ana was denied,despite the fact that r often received verbalcommendation for ny performance. I had beenworking in this posftion for four y..r" andhgd two supervisors who were very impressedwith my performance. This *."' *V- thirdsupervisor. At our- very f irst *..iirrg hetold me he had heard t was very good at nyjob. In less than four weeks after that hestarted harassing me and at one point tord me
tl1!t as my supervisor he could make it sodif f icult f.or ne r wourd have no arternativebut_to resign. From there on he tried veryhard to carry out his threats. Before theend of three months he asked for myresignatÍon after we had had a verbalconfrontation. I refused to resign andchallenged him to fire me if he could". Hegot th. supervisor of that section, who hadpreyiously commended me on my excellentperformance, to side wittr him against me.

For the next three months, I endured whatamounted to psychotogical torture. Ireported to the director of the conpany whofirst met with my immediate s,rperviso, andnyself . When nothing $ras resolved he metwith the two of us and the sect ionsupervisor. It was shocking the allegationsthose two made against me. None of thesecould be substantiated but of course it wastheir word against mine. I did geL sonesupport from the director but I 1éft thatmeeting feeling like I had been run over by atruck. I was devastated. I became sodepressed I couldn, t go to work for throweeks. I asked the diiector to investigatethe allegations and although he promised hewould he never did. I was transferred toanother unit with better pay but I left sixmonths later because f cõuiA not trust thenew supervisor I had and my respect for thesect ion supervi sor was completelydestroyed. "
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one person's experience of racial discrimination
resulted in arguements which ended in a physicat
altercation with a co-worker.

outside intervention involved the use of unions by

three respondents and appeal to the Human Rights
commission by four. None of those who appealed to their
unions felt the union fought hard enough on their beharf.
The Human Rights commission rured in favour of one

respondent. The other three could not prove to the

commission that racism was a factor in the problem they
experienced.



CHAPTER 7

RESULTS:

DISCRIMINATION, I DENTIFICATION,

AND LIFE SATISFACTION

Two of the factors related to the migrants'

successful adaptation and i,ilentification with the host

society are the degree to which they are permitted to

participate fully and to achieve their goals in the

economicr political and social life of that society. The

findings show that the principal reason for the nigration
of West Indians to Canada is economic success; that is,
the achievement of their economic aspirations. I

hypothesized, therefore, that their level of life

satisfaction will be positively related to the degree that

their economÍc aspirations have been realized and that

this in turn is related to the degree of prejudice and

discrimination encountered in the workplace.

In this and the next chapter, I wilt set out a

detailed analysis of the findings of the study as it
relates to respondents' experience of racial

discrimination in the workplace and how this affects

identification and life satisfaction. Figure 3 betow sets

out the eight sub-hypotheses arising out of the two najor

hypotheses of the study which have been stated in Chapter

5.
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Figure 3

Sub-Hypothes is
Hypothesis I

Decreased Racism results in
Identification with the Work croup.
Decreased Racism results in
Interaction with l.fhite Canadians.
Decreased Racism results in
Life Satísfaction.
Decreased Racism results in
Identification of SeIf as Canadian.

R

R

R

Hypothesis II

Increased use of Formal Support Systems
result in greater Identification with Work
Group.
Increased use of FormaI Support Systems
result in increased Ínteraction with White
Canadians.
Increased use of Formal Support Systems
result in increased Life Satisfaction.
Increased use of Formal Support Systems
result in increased Identification of Self
as Canadian.

S

r08

S

I ncreased

Increased

Increased

I ncreased

Legend: R:

L:
I:
Zz

C:

Racism; S: Support Sytens;
Life Satisfaction
Identification with work group
Social Interaction with white Canadians
Identification of Self as a Canadian.



Discrimination and Life Satisfaction

Respondents generally indicate a fairly high level of

satisfaction with their Iives even though experÍencing

racial discrimination from their eurployers supervisors and

workmates. ScaIe values , given to Ievel of Iife
satisfaction range fron, (1) being very dissatisfied, (Z)

dissatisfied, (3) neither satisfied nor dissatisfíed, (4)

satisfied and (5) very satisfied. None of the respondents

indicated being very dissatisfied and only I (2.5t) ,

indicated being dissatisfied. Seven (l 7 .5t ) , said they

brere neither satisfied nor dissatisfied while the rest, 32

(808), were quite satisfied irrespective of whether or not

they had experienced racism from employers.

Contrary to expectations, the findings of this study

indicate that there is no strong relationship between

respondents' experience of racial discrinination in the

workplace and their level of satisfaction with their lives
as West Indian immigrants living in l{innipeg. For

example, of the 23 who reported being discriminated

against by supervisors, 16 said they were generally

satisfied with their lives and two said they were very

satisf ied. Tables 9(a), 9(b), 9(c), 9(d) and 9(e) show

the responses and rerationships according to the different
categories of persons from whom discrinination was

experienced by the sample.
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Enployer
Di scr ininat ion

Yes

NO

Column
Total

Level of Life Satisfaction by
Employer Discrimination

Level of SatisfactiIJeVe
Very
Dis.
Sat.

Table 9(a)

tsa

Dis.
Sat.

TabIe 9(a) shows that respondents who reported
experiencing racial discriurination from employers also

report ¡nedium high levels of lif e satisfaction with 12 out

of I 6 ( 758 ) in the " satisfied" and "very satisfied"
categories. This figure is lower than the 20 out of 24

(83.33t ) for those not experiencing employer discrimi-
nation, however, the mean scores of 3.75 and 4.09 reflect
these percentage differences.

Tabte 9 (b)
Level of Life Satisfaction by

Supervi sor Discrininat ion

o

0

EACE IO

Neit-
her

N1725
t 2.5 17.5 62.5

l'lean: Yes = 3.75

I 3

Sat.

110

4

Very
Sat.

1I

16

Row
Total

16
40 .0
24
60.0
40
100.0

4.09

I

6

7
17.5

No

Supervisor
Discrimination

Yes

NO

CoIumn
TotaI

evel o
Very
Dis.
Sat.

Satis

Dis .

Sat.

0

0

act ion
I

Neit- lsut.
her I

I

T7
2.5 t7 .5

Mean: Yes =

4

3

16

Very
Sat.

9

25
62.5

2

Row
Total

23
57 .5
T7
42.5
40
100.o

t23.83; No =4.

5

7
I7 .5
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As indícated by Table 9(b), rêspondents who

experienced racial discrimination from their supervisors
are also generally satisfied with their lives. of the 23

in this category 18 (ø9.øz) reported being "satisf ied,' or
"very satisfied" wittr their rives. This figurer ês in the
case of enployer discrimination, is also lower than the I4
out of 17 (70.5s) for those not experiencing supervisor
discrimination. Here also the di fference in these
percentages are reflected in the mean score of 3.93 and

4.r2.

Table 9(c)
Level of Life Satisfaction by

Workmate Discriminat ion

Level of Satisfaction
Workmate
Discrinination

Yes

No

Column
TOTAI

Very 
IDis. 
I ois.

Sat. I Sat.

Table 9 (c) shows the strongest tendency towards

higher levers of ri fe sati sfact ion for those who

experienced no raciar discrimination from their
workmates with only 2 of of 20 (10t) being less than

satisfied with their rives. Respondents who experienced

raciar discrimination from workmates reported the lowest

0

0

NI7257
B 2.5 t7 .5 62.5 r 7.5

Mean: Yes = 3.70t No =

Neit-
her

I 5

Sat.

2

Very
Sat.

13

T2

I

Row
TotaI

6

20
50.0
20
50.0
40
1 00.0

4.20



Ievel of Iife satisfaction. Among

(aO*) were less than satisfied with

Consumer
Di scriminat ion

Yes

No

CoIumn
Total

Table 9(d)
Level of Life Satisfaction by

Consumer Discriminatin

Level of Satisfaction

tr2
this group 6 out of 20

their lives.

Very 
IDis. I Dis.

Sat. I Sat.

In Table 9 (d) it can be seen that those who

experienced racial discrimination from consumers and those

who did not are equally satisfied with their lives, with

mean levels of satisfacLion of 3.9O and 3.93

respect ively.

The above tables show that for each of the areas

investigated the nean level of life satisfaction is in the

middle range, and closer to the "satisfied" end of the

scale. For those who reported no experience of racial
discrimination in each category the mean level of life
satisfactÍon is more toward the high "satisfied" range.

Life satisfaction mean scores are shown in Table 9(e), by

each of four groups of persons in enployment where

perceived discrimination was reported.

0

0

o26257
5.0 r5.0 62.5 L7.5

Mean: Yes = 3.90t No =

tleit-
her

2

Sat.

3

3

Very
Sat.

5

20

2

Row
Total

10
25.O
300
75.O

2

40
100.

3 .93



Perceived
Di scr iminat ion
in Employment

Table 9(e)
l"lean Life Satisfaction Scores by

Perceived Discrimination from four
Groups of Persons in Employment

Consumer Discrimination
Supervisor Discrimination
Employer Discriminat ion
Workmate Discrimination

Taking a range of 3.5 to 4.5 as reasonably hÍgh level
of tife satisfaction one can see in Table 9(e) that for
the most part west rndian immigrants in winnipeg, arthough

reporting high levels of experience of racial

Discriminated
Against

discrimination, are also

satisfaction. Therefore,

of racial discrimination

satisfaction cannot be

should be noted however

tl3

3 .90
3 .83
3,75
3 .70

Not
Di scr iminated
Against

small those who experienced no discrimination scored

consistently higher levers of rife satisfaction than those

who perceived they $¡ere discri¡rinated against.

3 .93
4.r2
4.08
4.20

experiencing high levels of Iife
the hypothesis that high leve1s

result in low levels of Iife
accepted for this sanple. It
that although the difference is

Discrimination and rdentification with the work Grou

rf migrants are to make successfur adaptation to
their new society they should be abre to achieve a sense

of belonging and be abre to identify with the new society.
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This can only happen to the extent that they are able to

extend their primary group relationships to include

members of the majority society. The workgroup is seen as

an irnportant link to the development of stable social and

intergroup relations between the irnurigrants and the host

society. The degree of this level of interaction is

relevant to the acceptance shown by the host society and

is significant to the level of adaptation and ultimate

satisfaction of the migrants. This was measured. through

questions eliciting responses on respondents degree of

identification with their work groupr their interaction

with white colleagues a$¡ay frorn the job; and the degree to

which respondents identify themselves as Canadians.

Respondents were asked the following questions:

(a) To what degree do you feel you are really part of

your work group ?

(b) Has your colour kept you from being accepted socially
by others on the job?

(c) How much do you socialize with whiÈe Canadian

colleagues when you are away from the job?

(d) To what degree do you feel yourself a Canadian?

Table 1 0 gives the frequency distribution of

responses to the item dealing with the sense of belonging

to a group.



Sense of Belonging in the Workplace

Degree of Inclusion

Really fully part of my workgroup

Included in most ways

Included in some ways

Do not feel I belong

Not a part of a workgroup

Table I 0

As can be seen from th i s table only two
respondentsr(53) of the sample, felt no sense of belonging

to the work group. There is a high rever of identification
with the work group as more than 60t of the respondents

said they felt incruded in most hrays or totarry white
32.52 said they were included in some ways.

close examination of respondents' rever of identifi-
cation with the work group and their experience of racism

show that no relationship was found between respondents'

perception of themselves as the objects of racism and the

degree to which they identified with their workgroup.

As shown in Tables tl(a), (b), (c) (d) and (e),

respondents generally had a mediun high revel ot
identification with the work group irrespective of their
experience of raciar discri¡nination Ín the areas
investigated.

Nunber

1t5

7

18

I3

2

Percentage

TotaI

r7.5

45.0

32.5

5.0

r 00.0



Employer
Di scrin-
inat i on

Table Il (a)
Identif ication with Vtork Group by

Enployer Discrimination

Idenficiation with Work Group

Not partlDo not
of a lfeel I
Work 

I 
Befong

group 
I

Yes

No

Column N
Tota1 t

Mean: Yes

0

0

fncluded
Someways

As can be seen Table lf(a) indicates no difference
in levers of identification with the work group between

those respondents who experienced raciar discrimination
from emproyers and those who did not experience this
discri¡nination. rn each group 62.52 that is 1o out of
1 6 reporting discrimination and I 5 out of 24 reporting
no discrimination, fart into the "rncluded in Most ways,,

and "Really Berong" categories indicating medium high
Ieve1s of identification with the work group.

I

I

2 13
5.0 32.5

= 3.68; No

Included
Most
ways

5

tt6

I

Real Iy
Belong

I

t0

Row
TotaI

18
45 .0

= 3.79

2
N

16
40.

245

t
40.0t

60 .0t
740

17 .5 100.0t



Super-
vi sor
Discr im-
i nat ion

Table lt (b)
Identification with Work Group by

Supervi sor Di scriminat ion

Identification with Work Group

Not part
ofa
Work
group

Yes

No

Column N
Total t

Mean: Yes

Do not
feel I
Belong

0

0

Included
Someways

TabIe f I (U) shows that those respondents who

experienced racial discrimination from their supervisors
reported slightty rower levels of Ídentification with the
work group than those who reported no discrimination.
Fourteen of the 23 (60.97t) who reported discrinination
and 11 out of 17 (64.70t) who reported no discrimínation
are in the "rncluded in Most ways,,and,,Realry Belong,,

categories. This difference is refrected in the mean

scores of 3.74 and 3.76.

2

2 t3
5.0 32.5

= 3.74; No

Included
Most
ways

9

tl7

4

Really
Belong

1t

7

Row
TotaI

18
45 .0

= 3.76

3
N

23

4

t
57.5t

42.52
740

I 7.5 r 00.0t

57.
T7



Table 1l (c)
Identification with Work Group

by Workmate Discrimination

Identification with Work Group

V'Iorkmate
Dí scr im-
inat ion

Not part
ofa
Work
9rouP

Yes

No

CoIumn
Total

Do not
feel I
BeIong

0

l"lean: Yes = 3.55i No = 3.95

Table 11 (c) indicates that those respondents

reporting discri¡nination from their workmates also

reported slightly Iess identification with the workgroup

than those reporting no discrimination. Although 11 out

of 20 ( SSt ) of those reporting discrimination and I 4 out

of 20 (7Ot) of those reporting no discrimination falt
into the high range of identification with the work

groupr that is "Included in l"lost Ways" and "Really

Belong" the true difference is reflected in the mean

scores of 3.55 and 3.95.

N
B

0

Included
Someways

l

I

Included
l'lost
e¡ays

1r8

2
5.0

I

5

13
32 .5

ReaI Iy
BeIong

IO

Row
Total

I

t8
45.0

I
N

20
50.

206

tt
50.0t

50.00?
740

17.5 100.



Consumer
Discrim-
ination

Table ll (d)

Identfication with Work Group
by Consumer Discrimínation

Identification
INot part I Do not

of a lfeel I
Work 

I 
Belong

group I

d

Yes I

No2

1rt-

Column N 2 13
Total t 5.0 32.5

Mean: Yes = 3.60t No = 3.80

0

with Wor

0

I ncl uded
Someways

Table 1 t (d) also shows slightly lower levels of

identífication with the work group for those respondents

who experienced discrimination from consumers than for

those who did not experience this discrimination. This is

reflected in the mean score of 3.60 and 3.80 respectively.

Group

I ncluded
Mos t
ways

2

119

f

I

Re al ly
BeIong

4

I4

Row
Total

1B
45 .0

TABLE 11 (e)

Mean Level of Identification with the
Work Group Score by Perceived Discrimination from

Four Groups of Persons in Employment

I
N

10
25.

30
t1.

6

740
17 .5 r 00

t
03

OB

.09

Perce ived
Di scriminat ion
in Employment

Supervisor Discrimination
Employer Discrimination
Consumer Discrimination
Workmate Di scrimination

e

Discriminated Not Discríminated
Against Against

3.74
3 .68
3 .60
3.5s

3.76
3.79
3 .80
3.95
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Table 1f (e) show the mean scores for respondents

feeling of belonging with the work grouP and their

experience of being discriminated against by supervisors,

employers, consumers and workmates. The ¡nean scores

indicate that there is no appreciable relationship between

these var iables . The di fference in mean level of

identification with the work group reported according to

perceived racial discrimination by each category of

persons in employment is ninimal. This IeveI of

identífication ranges from a highest value of 3.7 when

discrimination is by supervisors to a lowest value of 3.55

when discrimínation is by workmates. Thus, the hypothesis

that perception of self as the object of racissl is related

to low levels of identification with the work group cannot

be accepted for this sanple.

Discri¡nination and SociaI Interaction with Vlhite Canadian
Co-workers

Table I 2 g ives the frequency di stribut ion of

responses that indicate the degree to which respondents

socialized with white Canadians away frour the job. Thirty

persons ( 75 .0t ) socialized with their white Canadian

colleagues very little or none at all a$tay from the job

situation. only ten (25.08) said they socialized with

some frequency and none said they did so frequently. This

finding seem to emphasize that identification with the

work group for this sample is primarily confined to job

task performance and not to social interaction as reported

by respondents.



Table 12 I21

SociaI Identification with White Canadians

Frequency

None at all
Li ttle
Some Frequency
Frequently

The relationship between respondents' experience of

discrinination and the degree to which they interacted

socially with their white Canadian colleagues vras strong

for those respondents who reported being discrimÍnated

against by employers, as shown in Table 13(a). There the

nean scores show that those who experienced racial
discrimination from employers had a considerably higher

frequency of socializing with white Canadians away fronr

the job situation than those who did not.

Table f 3 (a)
Social Interaction with V,Ihíte CanadÍan
Colleagues by Employer Discrinination

Number

TotaI

11
17
t2

0

Percentage

27 .5
42.5
30.o
0.o

100.o

Employer
Di scr i¡ni -
nation

Yes (t

No (2)

)

CoIu¡nn
TotaI

Social Interacti

Frequently
(4)

oc a

N
t

0

erac

0

Sone
(3)

0
0

Ivlean:

t2 17
30.0 42.5

Yes 2.25, No I .87

5

Little
(2)

7

10

None
(1)

7

Row Total
NZ

I

10

r 6 40.0

1l
27 .5

24 60.0

40 I O0 .08



Table t3(b)
Social Interaction with White Canadian Colleagues

by Supervisor Discrimination

Social Interaction
Supervi s
Di scrimi

or
nation

Yes I

Frequently
4

No2

ColumnN 0 12 17
Total B 0 30.0 42.5

Ì"lean: Yes = I .60; No

This table shows that

action with white Canadian

situation is less frequent

racism from supervisors.

0

Some
3

o

Li t tle
2

6

6

r22

T2

None
1

5

5

Row Tota1
NT
23

57.5t
T7

42 .52
40

r 00 .0t

=2 .00

Table r3(c)
Social Interaction with Vlhite Canadian Colleagues

by Workmate Discrimination

Social Interaction

6

the degree of social inter-
colleagues away fron the job

for those who experienced

1l
27 .5

l{orkmate
Di scriminat ion

Yes 1

No2

CoIumn
TotaI

Frequently
4

Mean: Yes

Some
3

Lit tle
2

12 17 11.

30.0 42 .5 27 ,5

= I .85r No

None
I

Row
N

20
20

40

TotaI
t

=1 .70

50.0t
50 .03

I 00 .0t



Table 1 3 (d)
Mean Level of Social Interaction

with White Canadian Colleagues Score
by Perceived Discrimination in four

Areas of Employment

Perceived
Di scr iminat ion
in Employment

Employer Discrimination
Workmate Discriminat ion
Supervisor Discrimination

The mean scores in tabre 1 3 (d) indicate that the

relationship between experience of racism in the workplace

and the revel of sociarizing with white colleagues away

from the work situation is related to the category of
person from whom the racisn was experienced. I{hen racism

is experienced from supervisors, the revel of social
interactÍon is less. The lever of social interaction
improves when racism is experienced from workmates and is
highest when the racisn experience is from employers.

Di scr iminated
Against

2.25
I .85
r .60

123

Not Discriminated
Against

Discrimination and rdentification of self as canadian and
west rno]-an

1 .87
I .70
2.OO

On the assumption that experience of racial
discrimination would result in row revels of identification
with the larger canadian community, respondents were asked

to what degree they (t ) felt themselves Canadians ¡ (2) felt
themselves west rndians. Tables 1 gives frequency
distribution of the responses to those questions.



Degree of ldentifícation

Table I 4
Identífication of Self as Canadian

and as West Indian

t
2
3
4
f

Very low
Low
Medium
High
Very High

This table shows that 37 (g2.SZ ) respondents
identified themserves strongly as west rndian in the high

to very high range. This is to be expected particularty
because these are first generation immigrants who would

stilI feel very strong ties to their country of origin.
Eight respondents only (ZOZ) identified the¡nselves in the

high to very high range as Canadian. Bearing in mind that
mean length of residency for the sample is 17.25 years,

this seem to indicate a low Ievel of "strong,'
identification with the larger white Canadian conmunity.

The table shows, however, that 15 respondents indicated a

mediun level of self identification as Canadian. When

combined with the eight who identified strongly as

canadian this gives 23 (57.59) who identified reasonably

well with the larger society while t7 (az.s*) identified
only marginally in the low to very low range as

Canadians.

Canadian
NT

5
l2
15

5
3

124

t2.5
30 .0
37 .5
r2.5

7.5

West Indian
N8

i2
25
717
30 75

I 00?

;
0
5
0

I 00t
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There is no evidence of a strong relationship between

the immigrants' experience of discrimination and the

degree to which they Ídentified themselves as canadians.

However, crose examination of the findings show a tendency

toward a higher lever of identification with canadian

society by those reporting no discrimination in the

categories examined. This can be seen ín Tabres l5 (a),
(b), (c) and (d).

Table 1 5 (a)
Canadian Identification as Affected by

Discrinination fron Employer

Ë;mployer
Di scr imi -
nation

Yes

No

Very
Low

Column N 5
Total t 12.5

Mean: Yes

c nad.ran

Low

ol

2

Tabre I 5 (a) shows no strong relationship between

respondents' experience of racis¡r fron employers and the

degree to which they identified themserves as canadians.

Four out of 16 (ZS*) of those who experienced this racism

fetr into the "high" and "very high" categories compared

with 4 out of 24 (10.09) of those who did not experience

this discrimination. The mean scores of 2.69 and 2.75

reflect a more accurate picture which is a tendency

towards higher revers of identification of serf as

canadian for those experiencing no discrimination from

this group.

3

Ident i

I'ledium

6

6

icat ion

High

t2 15
30.0 37 .5

= 2.69; No

4

t1

3

Very High

2

53
r2.5 7 .5

=2.75

I

Ro$¡ Tot
NZ

16 al
40.0

24
60.0t

40
1 00.0t

E

2



ssupervlsor
Di sc rirn i -
nat ion

Tabte I 5 (b)
Canadian ldentif ication

Discrimination from

Yes

No

Very
Low

Colunn N 5
Total t t2.5

Mean: Yes

CA adlan

Low

o1

4

In Table I 5 (b) a stronger tendency is found towards a

greater degree of canadian identification by those
respondents who did not experience racial discrimination
from their supervisors. This is refrected in the mean scores
of 2.o4 and 3.25. onry 2 out of zg (9.78) who experienced
this discrinination reported "Ïrigh" revels of identification
of self as Canadian white 6 out of 17 (35.3t) who did not
reported "high" and "very high" levers of identification.

Table I 5 (c)
Canadian ldentification as Affected byDiscrimination in from Worknates

I

dent f i

Mediun

6

as Affected
Supervi sor

6

at ion

High

12 15
30.0 37,5

= 2.O4; No

1t

4

by

Very
High

2

3

126

53
t2.5 7 .5

=3.23

Row Total
NT

23
57.5t

t7
42 .52

40
I O0.09

3

Workmate
Dí scrimi -
nation

Yes

No

Colunn 5
Total 12.5

Mean: Yes

Very
Low

Canadian Identif ication

2

Low

3

I
Mediun

4

t2 15
30.0 37.5

9

High

6

= 2.45 r No

Very
High

1

4

53
12.5 7 .5

=3.00

Row Total

20
50.0t

20
50 .0t

40
1 00.0t
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From

worksìates

themselves

scores of

Table 15(c) it can

affect slightly

as Canadians.

2.4 and 3.00.

Table I 5 (d)
t'lean Lever of rdentification of serf as canadian

Score by Discrimination from Employer, Supervisor
and Workmates

Perceived Discrimination Discriminated
in Employment Against

t27

be seen that racism from

how immigrants identify
is reflected in the mean

Eurployer Discrimination 2.69
Worknate Discrimination 2.45
Supervisor Discrimination 2.O4

Thi s

The mean scores in Table ls(d) show that, ãs in the
case of sociar interaction with colleagues away from the
work situation, identification of self as canadian for
this sample is related to the category of person from whom

racism is experienced. I^Ihen the racism experienced is
from the employer it seems to have the least bearing on

how respondents identify with the larger society since
that identification score is highest of the three.
rdentification of self as canadian is intermedÍate when

the experience of racism is from workmates and is lowest
when the racism is experienced from supervisors.

rnter-relationshps Between social rnteraction, work Group

Tables 16, L7 and lg show the relationship between

respondents' identification with the work group and the

Not
Discriminated
Against

2.75
3 .00
3.23



level to which they:

(a) socialize with white Canadian colleagues;
(b) identify the¡nselves as Canadians; and

(c) are satisfied with their rives, respectivery.

Table 1 6
Social Interaction with White

by ldentification wíth

Identification
with Vtork Group

Do not belong to
a work group

Do not feel I belong

Included in some hrays

Included in most ways

Social Interaction

Really Belong

L28

Column Total

Frequ-
ently

Canadian Colleagues
llork Group

Table I 6 shows there is a relationship between

respondents identification with the work group and their
level of socíal interaction with whÍte canadian corleagues
abray f rom the job. The greater the degree of
ídentification with the work group, the more frequent
social interaction with white canadian corleagues. The

seven respondents who identified most stongly with the
workgroup also reported the greatest freqency of social
interation with white Canadian colleagues.

Some

0

N
I

LittIe

0

0

0

0

None

I

0
0

5

I

Row
TotaI

6

6

12 17 lt
30.0 42.5 27.5

1

9
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I
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2
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18
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7

4
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Table l7
Canadian ldentification by Identification with

Work Group

Canadian Identif ication
Identification
with Work Group

Do not feel I belong

Included in some ways

Included in most ways

Really belong

Column Tota1

Very
Low

Table L7 depicts at the relationship between the

degree to which respondents identified themselves with the

work group and their level of ídentification as Canadian.

It shows a tendency towards a positive relationship
between identi fication with the work group and

identification as Canadian. Twelve out of l8 persons who

said they were included in most ways, and six out of seven

who felt they really belonged in the work group also

reported a medium level or more degree of Canadian

identification.

Low

3

l"led-
ium

1

I

t29

I

6

5
r2.5

High

5

4

Very
High

I

12 15
30.0 37 .5

7

Row

4

Total
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Identification
with Work Group

Table I I
Level of Life Satisfaction by
Identification with Work Group

Life Satisfaction

Do not feel I belong

Included in some hrays

Included in most ways

ReaIly belong

Column Total

Very
D.S.

Dis
sat

Results shown in Table I I coincide with those in the

previous two Tab1es. They show that the greater the

feeling of Ídentification with the workgroup, the greater

the degree of tife satisfactíon experienced by respondents.

Here again fifteen out of eighteen persons who said they

were included in most ways, and, aII seven who felt they

really beronged in the work group arso reported high levels
of Iife satisfaction.

Neit
her

Satis
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r30
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t

I

5

Very
Sat.

2

2
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CHAPTER 8

RESULTS:

USE OF SUPPORT SYSTEMS

IDENTIFICATION AÀTD LIFE SATISFACTION

Availability and Use of Support Systens

One of the answers to occupational success - which is
the immigrants' goal-Iies in the importance of having good

contacts or support systems. For the migrants this must of

necessity include individuals through whom, especially on

arrival, they find jobs or at least rely on heavily for
information about job and/or other available
opportuníties. This network also provides other kinds of

support in dealing with the migration experience and the

integration process and is usually expanded over tine to

include other individuals and groups.

!,Ihen the items dealing with availability and use of

support systems were examined, it þ¡as found that the

majority of respondents had contact with relatives and/or

friends who were already settled here and to whom they

could turn for support. fn this sample only four persons

came to Canada having no prior knowledge of anyone to whom

they could turn for support. Two came directly to

universities as students. They reported that soon after
arr ival they were referred to appropr iate student

organizations through which they could find needed support

to help them get along in the neþr place. Two others came

t3r
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directly to employer-sponsors and had no other form of

support initially. The other 36 came to relatives and/or

friends who were already settled here and whose own

support systems were also available to help the new

arrivals settle in the new place. Table I 9 shows the

kinds of supports available to respondents at time of

entry into Canada.

Table I 9

Support Systems Available at Entry into Canada

Source of Support

Relatives and Friends
FrÍends only
Employer Sponsor onIY
Student Organization

One frequently used method of recruiting new

enployees is through word of mouth by those already on the

job. The contacts west Indians in this sample had prior

to emigration were not strong supports for finding jobs.

Except for the bank employee referred to in Chapter 6, one

domestic whose friend found her an employer-sponsor, and

one other person who got her job through the help of her

fiance's pastor, âII the respondents 90t Lheir first jobs

independent of the direct influence of any one they

knew prior to their arrival in winnipeg. Friends and

TOTAL

Nunber

19
t7

2
2

Percentage

47 .5
42.5

5.O
5.0

100.0



relatives gave much help in instructing many respondents

where to go to enquire about jobs, and in transporting

them to job interviews. Eighteen (45t) of the sample had

this kind of support.

Inmigrants in this sarnple, for the most part r got

thei r first jobs through responding to newspaper

advertisements. Although 22 persons (558) in the sample

tried to fÍnd jobs through the Canada Enployment Centre,

only two were successful in obtaining the jobs for which

they were referred. Four respondents felt they $rere

discri¡ninated against by Canada Enployment Centre

counsellors who told them they could not get the jobs they

were seeking and instead referred then to lower status
jobs. One person reported that al-though she did not get

any of the jobs to which the counsellor referred her, she

felt she got good help from this institution as the

counsellor she saw instructed her on how to rewrite her

resumê in a sufficiently detailed manner.

The study has shown that perception of themselves as

the object of racial discrimination brought psychological

stress as well as economic loss to the lives of the

migrants. Respondents þrere therefore asked about whom

they went to for support, and how much help they received

in dealing with the problens of racial discrimination.

Responses of the 39 persons who experienced racíal

l33



discrimination are given in Table zo. The tabre shows

that at the time of the interview, respondents ín this
sample had expanded their support systems to include

family, friends and church groups. Many were also members

of at least one of the many West Indian clubs in the city.
As would be expected, these were the groups mos t
frequently used for support when deating with racial
discrimination. Respondents were also ah¡are of the

availabirity of formal institutions in the community to

deal with discriminationl and as stated earlier, four

took their complaints to the Human Rights Commission. As

well, others turned to their unions or other appropriate

bodies, such as school boards, f.or support.

Table 20

Support Systems Used to Deal with Oiscrimination

134

Support Systems

Fami Iy / fr i ends
church/club included
Human Rights Commission
union/erof . orgànization

Note

Although seven individuals, (25t) of those reporting
discrimination while on the job, said their experience

resulted in their being transferred on their jobs, they

N=39 Percentage to the nearest whole number.

i ncluded
i ncl uded

Number

39
T7

4
3

Percentage

100.o
44.O
10.0
8.0



did not list their employers as support against
discrimination. In each case employers refused to accept

their allegations of discrinination and said theír
problems were due to personality clashes, thereby denying

the existence of raciar discrimination. one respondent in
this group reported getting strong support in the form of
encouragement from a white colleague.

In reporting the help they received in dealing with
racism in the workplace, respondents for the most part

felt they got very little help from formal institutions.
Except for one person whose case was investigated by the

Human Rights Commission, âII the others said they v,rere

told they did not have a clear case of racial
discrimination. Their experience with the conmission left
them very frustrated.

For this sample, the most helpful support was found

in family and/or friends and in the church and clubs of

which they were me¡nbers. In general, respondents f elt
that they got a high level of psychological support from

these sources, which herped then cope with the effects of

racial discrinination.

Coping with Discrimination

The findings of the study show that, along with the

use of available support systems, situational factors
( such as type of discrimination identified and the racial
composition of the workplace) and personar factors (such
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as the perception of the source of the problem and the

attributions about control of outcomes) aifferentialry
affect the vrray that respondents cope with perceived

discrimination on the job. The registered nurse's case

cited above is one example of how racial ¡nix at the

workplace affects coping.

A sense of one's personal control has been found to
be related to effective coping. Teachers and nurses who

experienced raciar prejudice from children and patients
reported not having a repeat of such behavior from the

same individual after direct confrontation. One

respondent who was asked by her inmediate supervisor to
resign, refused. to do so and instead took the matter to
top nanagement. A totar of seven respondents in similar
situations asked for and received transfers. A bank

employee who had continuously received very good

evaluations for years of excellent performance, refused to
sign a poor evaruation from a supervisor who did not want

her pronoted. she took the matter to management and was

subsequently promoLed.

In situations where respondents experienced
discri¡nination from their supervisors but felt they

personally had no control, some quit their jobs as

irlustrated by the two teachers, the medical secretary and

one restaurant emproyee mentioned ín chapter 6. others
ríke the machinist and the automobile salesman felt they
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had no control over their situations, so, although they

had personally confronted their supervisors they felt

there was nothing else they could have done.

Social Interaction and Support Systens

In tables 21 (a) through to 24(d), I examine more

closely respondents' use of support systems to combat the

racism they experienced in the work place, and look at

what retationship, if arrfr there is between the use of

support systems and the degree to which respondents (a)

identify with the work groupt (b) interact socially with

white Canadian colleagues; (c) identify themselves as

Canadians; and (d) their leve1 of Iife satisfaction.

These tables indicate that aII these variables are rel-ated

to each other.
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Table 2f (a)
Identification with Work Group, as Affected by
Exclusive use of namily/Friend Support System

Identification with Work Group

Famity/
Friends
Support
Systern

Yes

No

Not part of
a Work Group

0

l"lean: Yes

Do not
feel I
belong

0

2

Included
Some

0

2

= 3.50r No

9

Included
Most

4

13

I

Really
Belong

9

l7

= 4.00

3

4

22

T7

39



From Table 21 (a) we see that those respondents who

said "yes" to using only family and/or friends as their

support to combat racism indicated a lesser degree of

identification with the work group than those who

indicated "no". The latter who used other sources of

support as well, had a mean value for identification with

the work group of 4.0 compared with 3.5 for those who used

only family and friends. Two of those using

fa¡niLy/ fr iends only as support indicated they fett no

sense of belonging to the work group.

Table 2I (b)
Identif ication with !,fork Group as Af fected by
the addition of Church/Club Support systens

Identification with Work Group

Church/
CIub
Support
System

Yes

NO
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Not part of
Work Group

2 13 17 7

l"lean: Yes = 3.80; No = 3.60

lVhen the support system includes the church/club as

in Table 2I (b), the mean value for identification with the

work group for respondents who included church/ctub

support is 3.80, compared to 3.60 for those who did not

receive support from churches or clubs. This difference

is relatively smalI, but indicate a possible effect of

0

Do not
feel I
belong

0

Included
Some

2

5

Included
l,los t

I

9

ReaIly
Belong

I

3

4

t7

22

39



such support on work group identity.

Table 21 ( c)
Identification with Work Group as Affected by

the Inclusion of Union/professionat Organization
Support Systen

Identification with Work Group

Profes-
s ional
Organ.
Support

Yes

No

Not part of
Work Group

2 73 17 7

Mean: Yes = 4.40r No = 3.64

Do not
feel I
belong

0

Table 21(c) above shows that whereas only five of the

thirty-nine persons used professíonar organizational

support, their identification with the work group was high
( m=4 .40 ) compared with those who did not ( rn=3 .60 ) . .Fewer

than half of those who did not utitize such support had as

strong an identification as atl of those who did.

Table 21 (d)
Mean Level of ldentification with Work Group Score

by Three Groups of Support Systems

0

I nc I uded
Sone

0

139

¿

I ncluded
Most

0

' 13

Real Iy
Belong

3

l4

Support System

2

Formal Organizations included
Church/Club included
FarniLy/friend only

5

5

34

39

TabIe 21 (d)

groups used as

shows the mean scores for the three

support and brings into focus the

Yes

4.40
3 .80
3.50

No

3 .64
3 .60
4 .00



relationship between the use of various types of support

systems to combat racism in the work place and the degree

to which respondents Ídentify with the work group. The

mean scores indicate that there is a tendency towards an

increase in identification with the work group as the work

related net work support is utilized. Thus the less

formal network of family and friends has a negative

effect, and church and clubs as well as more fornal
systems such as professionar bodies and agencies such as

the Human Rights Comnission have a positive effect. The

latter is the most positivery associated with identity
with the work group. The findings as indicated by Table

21 (d) support the hypothesis that as the support network

becomes more formarized, ídentification with the work

group increases.
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Social Interaction with White Canadians and Su

Table 22(a)
t"lean Social Interaction with White Canadian Scores

by Family/friend Support System

Social Interaction with White Canadians

Fami Ly / tr i end
Support System

YeS

No

Frequently

o 11 17 11

Mean: Yes = 1.63; No = 2.47

0

Table 22(a) shows the mean scores for level of

o

Some

I

Li ttle

rt

10

T2

tem

None

5

9

2'
22

T7

39



social interaction with white Canadians for those

respondents who used fanily and friends only as support

against racial discrimination in the work place. The

table shows that none of the respondents had frequent

social interaction with their white Canadian colleagues.

Of the 22 respondents whose support network consisted only

of family/friends, 1 I interacted socially with some

frequency; I2 did 1íttle social interacting while 9

did not interact socially with their white colleagues at

all. This shows that for this group the level of social

interaction with their white Canadian collegues is low.

Table 22(b)
Mean Social Interaction with White Canadian Scores

by Churcfr/Cfu¡ Support System Included

church/cIub
Support
Systen

Yes

NO

141

ocial Inter

Frequently

Table 22(b) indicates a higher level of social

interaction with their white Canadian colleagues occurs

for those respondents whose support network includes

church/club than for those who did not use this support

system. Overall the level of social- interaction is low.

ct ion

Some

0

0 11 17

Þlean: Yes = 2.Il; No

ion h¡ith whi

0

irh whir

Li ttle

I

3

Canadia

None

5

t2

]-ans

2

9

I7

22

3911

= 1.90



r'rean sociat r't.ru"lî:l"'n¡?Î'rl'rJ¡nr..
by Union/erofessional Organization

Union/Prof.
Organi zat ion
Support System

fes

NO

ocial Inter

Frequently

ial Interacti

Table 22 (c ) indicates nore frequent social
interaction with white canadian colleagues for those

respondents whose support network included the use of

formal organizations to deal with racism than for those

who did not use a formal organization. The frequency of
social interaction is only a "1ittle".

Table 22 (d)
Mean Level of social rnteraction with white canadians

Score by Three Support Systems Groups

0 11 t7 l1

l"tean: Yes = 2.60; No = 1.91

ct ion

Some

0

0

Canadian Scores
Support System

rh wh

Li ttle

3

t42

B

t Candian

None

2

15

Support System
Used

0

Union/erof . Organization included
Church/Club íncluded
Family Friends only

11

5

34

39

When we

action wíth

situation we

of type of

LeveI of Social Interaction
YES NO

look at the mean scores for social inter-
white Canadian colleagues away from the work

notice that this is generally low regardless

support system used. The highest level of

2 .60 I .91
2 .II I .90
1.63 2.47



social interaction is among those who, by including formal

organization in their support network, nust interact with
white canadians in these support groups. Even for this
group the indicator is stilr onry a medium rever of
sociarízing with a 2.60 mean score varue out of a possible

4.

rn expraining responses to the question about sociar
interaction, respondents said most social interaction was

work related such as of f ice christmas part ies and

functions for retirees. some said they had invited white
colleagues to their homes but b¡ere never invited to theír
colleagues' homes in return. one person described how he

invited white colleagues to anniversary celebrations,
barbeques, picnics, domino games and fishing trips. He

said they arways cane and had good times but he had never

been invited to any of their sociar activities. This kind
of non-reciprocal behavior seems to present a probrem for
the greater percentage of this sampre who, in their
countrÍes of origin, are from smarr face to face
communit ies where such ges tures of fr iendship are
reciprocated.

Although there were no items included in the
questionnaire on friendship ties, one noticeable finding
is that generarry respondents indicated they did not have

what they wourd regard as 'good friends' among theÍr white
colleagues. rt appears as if there were a lack of trust
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of white colleagues by this sample.

Canadian ldentification and Support Svste¡rs

Tables 23(a), 23(b), 23(c) and 23(d) give rhe mean

score varue for respondents' level of identification of

self as Canadians and how this is affected by the support

networks used to deal with racial discrimination in the

workplace.

by

FamiIy/
Friend
Support
System

Yes

NO

Table 23(a)
Identification of SeIf as Canadian

Exclusive use of Famity/Friend Support System

Very
Low
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an dian Identificaticllan

Low

Looking at Tab1e 23(a) we see that columns 1 and 2

carry close to 6ot of those who used family and friends
only as support and that these have a low level of
identification as Canadians (Columns I and 2 in row 1 ).
rn contrast, 762 of those with medium to high canadian

identification did not rely sorery on fanily and friends
as a support network (Columns 3, 4 and 5 in row 2).

3

5 13 14 4 3

Mean: Yes = 2.27 t No = 3.I7

2

ntifica

Medium

11

2

on

High

7

7

t

Very
High

3 3

22

t7

39



Church/cIub
Support
Systen

Yes

NO

Table 23 (b)
Identification of Self as Canadian by,

Inclusion of Church/CIub Support Systèns

Very
Low

Canadian ldentifiian I

Low

In Table 23(b) tt¡e church/club support network seems

to affect Canadian identification of self as Canadian.

However, the difference in mean scores between the two

groups i s relat ive smal I , and the di stribut ion is
scattered.

4

4 10 15 5 3

Mean: Yes = 2.35; No = 2.72

nti ficat

l'led i um

6

6

on

High

5

10
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Table 23 (c)
Identification of Self as Canadian by Inclusion

of Union/Professional Organizations Support Systems

Union/Prof.
Organ.
Support
Systenr

Yes

NO

I

Very
IIigh

4

I

2

Very
Low

t7

22

39

ca acl]-an

Low

dian ldentificati

In Table 23(c) where the support network used to
combat racism incrudes formar organizations of the white

society, respondents tend to identify themselves to a

greater degree as canadians than when it does not include

5 12 t4

Mean: Yes = 3.20; No

5

entific

Mediun

2

l0

t ion

High

I

13

l

Very
Irigh

4

53

= 2.64

I

2

5

34

39
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formar organizations. There is a difference between mean

scores of the two groups of half a point (g.ZO - 2.64 =

0.s6).

Table 23(d)
Mean Lever of rdentification of self as canadian scores

by Three Support Network Groups

Support System

Union/Prof. Organ. included
Church/CIub included
Famíl-y/Friend only

The numerical means set out in Table 23(d) show that
when the support network includes members of the dominant

group as in union and professional groups, the level of
identification with that group is greater than when it
includes only in-group members, as in
friendship groups. This seem to indícate
respondents must by necessity Ínteract with
society, by soliciting the support
organizations because of the extent of the

experienced, they in turn developed a greater

identification with that society.

Yes

3.20
2.35
2.27

No

2.60
2.72
3.17

fanily and

that when

the white

of formal
racism they

feeling of



Life Satisfaction and Support

Family/
Friend
Support
System

Yes

NO

Table 24(a)
Life Satisfaction by Exclusive Use of

Family/Friend Sup¡rcrt System

Life Satisfaction
Very
Di ssat-
isfied

System

l"lean: Yes = 3 .72; No = 4.17

Table 24(a) shows medium levels of life satisfaction

among those who used family/friends only as support in

dealing with racism. Those whose response was "no",

indicating they included other sources, show higher levels

of Iife satisfaction.

Di ssat-
isfied

0

0

026247

2

Neither

t47

Sat i s-
fied

4

Tab1e 24(b)
Life Satisfaction by Church/Club Support System Included

2

church/club
Support
System

Yes

NO

t4

Very
Sat i s-
fied

10

2

Very
Dissat-
isfied

5

02624739

l"lean: Yes = 4.11; No = 3.77

With a mean score of 4.Il on Iife satisfaction the

respondents in Tab1e 24(b) who agreed that their support

network included church/club show greater I i fe

satisfaction than those who did not include those grouPs

22

t7

39

Life Satísfactioa

DÍssat-
isfied

0

S

0

c

0

I satis-
Neitherl fi.¿

n

2

3

3

Very
Sat i s-
fied

9

15

5

2

t7

22
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(M=4.11). Theír satisfaction score is higher on average

than those who relied only on family and friends (M=3.72).

Tabte 24(c)
Life Satisfaction by Union/Professional Organitions as

Included in Support Systens

Life Satisfaction
Union/Prof.
Organ.
Support
System

Yes

NO

Very
Di ssat-
isfied

0

Di ssat-
isfied

As seen in Table 24(c) those respondents whose

support network to deal with racism have included the use

of formal organizations experience very high levels of

life satisfaction (M=4.60) However, only five out of the

39 respondents did sor and three were very satisfied.

Table 24 (d)
Mean Life Satisfaction Scores

by Three Support Network Groups

0

Mean: Yes

o2624

Neither

2

Sat i s-
f ied

6

= 4.60; No

Very
Sat i s-
fied

2

22

Support Systens

3

Union/Prof . Organization included
church/club inctuded
Family/Friend only

7

= 3.80

4

5

34

39

Mean scores in Table 24(d) show respondents report

higher level of life satisfaction wTren the support network

includes a more fornal group or organization to combat

racism. Those who used famil-y/triends only attained a

Life Satisfaction
YES NO

4 .60 3 .80
4.11 3.77
3.72 4.r7



level of 3.72 indicating close to satisfied out of
maximun value attainable of 5 for very satisfied. Those

who included church/club Ín their support network attained
a mean value of 4.11 which is better than satisfÍed. The

support network that includes formal organizations, in
which the respondent is involved in interaction with the

larger white community, results in a very high level of

satisfaction, 4.60 out of the maximum attainable of 5.

These findings support the hypothesis that as support

systems used for dealing with racÍsm are expanded to

incrude more formar organizations the level of rife
satisfaction increases.

Other Variables and Life Satisfaction

As discussed earlier, the hypothesis that perception

of self as the object of racism in the workprace results
in low levels of life satisfaction is not supported by the

data. The study found, Ïrowever, a positive relationship
between the rever of life satisfactÍon for this sanple and

the following intervening variables:
(a) income

(b) education

(c) job satisfaction
Tables 25, 26 and 27 show that income, education and

job satisfaction are aIt positively related to Iife
satisfaction. rt is significant to note that these

findings are consistent with those of research findings
reported in the review of the literature.

r49

the



INCOME
I 0,000-1 5,000

1 5,001 -20,000

20,001 -25,000

25,001 -30,000

30,001 -35,000

35 ,001 -40,000

40,001 -uP
Colunn
Total

Income and Level of Life Satisfaction

Life Satisfaction

Table 25

Very , Dis.
Dissat. I Satis.

Neither Satis. .Very

Table 25 shows a positive relationship between

respondents' income and leve1 of life satisfaction.
In this sample those with the highest income i.e.
over $30,000.00 (rows 5, 6 and 7r, are among those

experiencing the highest. Ievel of Iife satisfaction
(columns 4 and 5). Of the 36 respondents who answered

the income question, 20 fell into this income group.

Of that 20, eighteen reported high levels of tife
sat i s fact ion .

r50

0
0 .0t

Satis.

t
2.82

Row
TOTAI

4
11.1
I
22.2
0
0 .08
4
11.1
B
22.2
7
19.4
5
13.9
36
I 00.0t

72t
I 9 .4t 58.3E

7
19.42



Level of Education

Educat ion

Pr iurary
I - I yrs.

Some High
SchooI
1 - 4 yrs.

High School
Graduate
Profess ional
College
Graduate
Bachelors
Degree

Post
Sraduate
Degree

,Ífe Sat
Very
Dissat.

Table 26

and Level of Lífe Satisifaction
fact io
Dis.
Satis.

G

B
D

P
G
D

Neit-
er

Sat.
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CoIunn
Total

I

Very
Sat.

Tabl-e 26 shows that in this sampre respondents

with the highest levels of education ( rows 4, 5 and

6) experience the highest levels of Iife
satisfaction (columns 4 and 5). Here we see that
26 of the 40 respondents farl into the post secondary

education group. Of thÍs number, 23 reported high
levels of rife satisfaction. onry one is dissatisfied
and two are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.

I

6

0
o .08

2

I

Total

7
I 7.5t

4
10.09

3
7 .52

9
22.5t

I
20 .0t

9
22.52

40
I 00 .0t

I

T

2

1

I
2.5*

1

6

7

6267
r5.0t 65.o8 17.5t

2

5 3



.lob Life Satisfaction
Satis-
fact ion

Relationship. between,Job Sa!isfaction
and Li

Very
Di ssat .

Dis.
Sat.

lqe ither

Sat.

Table 27

Very
Di ssat .

Dis.
Sat.

V. Sat.

CoIumn
Total

Neit-
her

Sat.

t52

Very
Sat.

0
0 .0t

Tabre 27 shows a correration between respondents'

level of job satisfaction and their revel of rife
satisfaction. Those respondents reporting high revers
of job satisfaction ( rows 4 and 5 ) also report high
Ievels of life satisfaction (columns 4 and 5).

Row
Total

0
o .0t

3
7.58

9
22 .52

21
52.52

7
17.5t

40
I 00.0t

t7
2.52 17.5t

257
62.5* 1 7.5t



An exploratory study was ¡nade of the effects of the

experience of racial discrimination in the work place on

the overall adjustment and life satisfaction of West

Indian immigrants in l4etropolitan Winnipeg. The finding

is that the existence of. racism is a reality in WinniPeg,

Although it is not massive and violent, nor in the case of

blacks, associated with ghetto-type residential patters as

is the case in some parts of the United States and

Eng1and. The experience of racism in the work place by

the respondents in this sample is that it' is

institutionalized and exPressed very subtly on the

interpersonal level.

Many respondents reported that they had no problem

obtaíning their present employment, and that racially

discriminatory attitudes and behaviours fro¡n the white

population towards them improved considerably on jobs

which they had held for a number of years. l'luch of the

racial discrimination which !ûas perceived occured in

interaction with consumers or fellow workers. None of the

respondents reported having encountered discrimination

while interacting with the upper Ievels of management.

However, a surprisingly hígh percentage of respondents

reported experiencing racial discrimination with middle

CHAPTER 9

DISCUSSION

r 53
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and low level management, that is, their immediate

supervisors.

One of the major factors indicated by this present

study was that persons of alI income, educational and

other categories examined perceived racial discrimination

both while seeking employment as well as while on the job.

Caribbean imnigrants held jobs in a number of different

occupations, and some held positions with high prestige

and income such as doctors and university professors.

This might indicate that not the individual person, but

the "Stereotype" that others regard the individual as

representative of, drew discrimínation. The racial

discrimination which was perceived by the me¡nbers of the

sample was not enforced by the laws of Canada nor the laws

of Manitoba, nor was it enforced by any physical force.

AII respondents perceived the racial dÍscrimination they

experienced to be a function of personal prejudices.

Many respondents said that discrimination due to race

in Metropolitan Winnipeg was extrenely subtle. It $¡as

hard to pin down. The great najority of these people said

that they experienced some anxiety due to this subtle

racial díscrimination. On the other hand, some persons

brere quite definite in making their assertions about the

presence of racial discrinination in l"letropolitan

V{innipeg. As one prof essional person said,

"...discrimination in Vüinnipeg is about as subtle as a

sledge hammer".
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Analyses of the data show that some respondents

suffered initial downward mobility in job status on their

arrival in Canada. This was true for aIl categories of

workers except those at the very botton of the

occupational ladder and is confirmed by other studies in

the literature. However, over time upward nobility has in

fact been enjoyed by many immigrants. We should note,

however, that for some, this semblance of upward mobility

might be more apparent than real since many of these

respondents had in fact returned to theit original

occupational status after a period of downward mobility.

Many inmigrants in the sample found that when they

first arrived and apptied for employnent for which they

had qualifications they were told they needed Canadian

experience. The demand for this qualification is unfair

when it has no relevance to the proper performance of

the task and especially so since it, is impossible for

newly arrived immigrants to have Canadian experience.

Individuals in this study felt they were denied employment

opportunities for reasons that had nothing to do with

acquired abitity but rather because of the colour of their

skin. Thus, skin colour was used as an arbitrary barrier

to stand between a person's ability and his or her

opportunity to demonstrate it.

Some respondents found that academic qualifications

obtained in their country of origin were not recognized by

employers; therefore, they had to accept low status, low
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paying jobs. It should be noted that the educational

systern in the British Caribbean countries is patterned on

the British educatíonal systen. Certification from these

countries when assessed by recognized educational or

professional organizations in Canada is accepted as on a

par with Canadian certification of similar level. StilI

others have acquired high levels of skill on the job but

lacked fornal evidence of this. Refusal by employers to

give credit to these credentials and this experience can

be devastating to immigrants who need to get jobs as soon

as possible after arrival.

Career mobility was stressed as a problem. The

majority of the sample experienced downward ¡nobility when

they got their first job. Over time many, through

obtaining additional Canadian educational certification

and Canadian experience on the job, experienced some

degree of upward nobilíty, usually taking them to the

Ievel they had attained prior to enigrating. The problem

becomes more unreasonable for those who found that after

obtaining recognized qualifications and proven job skills
here in Canada they were simply not pronoted or given the

same job opportunities as whites with sinilar and in some

cases, less qualifications. Promotions are given on the

recommendation of supervisors. In this study,
respondents' immediate supervisors are the most

frequently naned perpetrators of racisn. They are the

main obstacles in denying opportunities for upward
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mobitity in the work place.

!{hile one could argue that is is reasonable to expect

downward mobility in job status for new immigrants, the

individuals in this sample who experienced downward

mobilÍty felt that this was due to racism. The general

experience was that even where jobs were availabte

requíring their education and skills, respondents were

denied employment when they applied for those positions

and as a result, had to accept low status jobs sometimes

far below what they expected. For example, one woman had

cornpleted high school and two years of secretarial college

in Jamaica with skiIIs in typing, sTrorthand, and

accounting, and had eight years experience working in this
field. She said she was turned down for more than a dozen

secretarÍaI positíons for which she applied. She

eventually had to take a job as a household domestic.

Others who accepted junior positions in their field of

work with hopes for early promotion had problems getting

promoted into better positions and found themselves locked

into low status, low paying jobs for several years.

These findings concur with the theory of race

relations based on colonial structures discussed in the

Iiterature as expounded by Rex (197O), Kinloch (tglA) and

Greenberg (1980). West Indian immigrants are allowed into
the country to fulfill the demands of the Canadian labour

force. However, the very subtle ways in which they are

sometimes denied employment and upward ¡nobility in the
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vúork place indicate a racist economy with social
structures where roles and benefits are allocated in ways

that ensure the superordinate position of white Canadians

and perpetuate differences based on skin colour.

These kínds of discriminatory behaviours on the part
of enployers and supervisors, which amount to systematic

denial of access to availabte employurent opportunities,
make it clear that there is need for some kind of bias-

free mechanism for deterrnining the validity of foreign

credentials and experience and making these equatly

available to employers and employees. There also needs to

be some monitoring of enploynent practices to ensure that
employers are not unreasonably making Canadian experience

a job requirement. As well, there needs to be a systen in
place for making sure that recruitment, hiring, promotions

and ultimately earnings are more equitable.

Despite the very high level of perceived
discriminatÍon reported by this sanple, the expected

association between perceived discrinination and 1ow

Ievels of satisfaction with the job and Iife in general

was not supported by the findings of this study. The data

suggest that while West Indians in this sample might have

experienced racial discrinination in its various forms in
the workplace, their overall satisfaction with the

migratory experience is of a high level. Respondents

generally judged their degree of satisfaction not in
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comparison with other Canadians, but in so far as they

have achieved theír economic aspirations and were

materially better or worse off than in their country of

origin. The relative placement of their new position was

what became important rather than their absolute levers of
gratification and deprivation.

The hypotheses that perceived discrimination would be

negatively associated with respondents' (a) identification
with the workgroup; and (b) identification of themselves

as Canadians, were not supported by the findings of the

study. The degree to which respondents identified
themselves as Canadians showed no strong relationship to
their experience of discrimination.

In explaining their answers for their responses on

identification wittr the work group, respondents, for the

most part, did not give much weight to the social aspect

of their interaction with the work group. Generally,

respondents indicated that their perfornance on the job

was good and that they were respected for this. They were

for the most part included in atI job related matters.

Socially, most of then were "not in the ingroup" where

their white colleagues were concerned and they had no

desire to be "in", as put by one respondent who stated:

"On the job I give 1-2OZ to their 1OO. I'm
included in anything to do with the job. My
opinion is respected and my suggestions often
acted upon with good results. In that way I'm
1003 'in' and that's fine. Socialty I have different
values and interests. I wilI have l-unch or coffee
with them, but I'm not in on the gossip, and frankly,
I don't want to be."
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On the matter of identifying thenselves as Canadians,

respondents, for the most part, felt that while they "will
never be fully accepted as Canadians by the white
population", the fact that they were workirg, contributing
citizens who in some cases had spent nost of their lives
here, they were part of the Canadian comnunity. Hence the

Ievel of identification was primarily medium to high. The

small ninority who said they felt they were loOt canadian

- three in all - hrere in the highest educational and

income levels and Ìrad each been in canada for nore than 25

years. These respondents explained that the decision to
identify themselves as 1008 Canadian had no relevance to
their experiences but was rather a "psychologicar decision

which more blacks need to make". As one professional

said:

The discrimination I experienced had nothing
to do with where f came from. I have been
discriminated against firstly, because I'm black
and secondly, because I'n a wonan. I,ve Iived
more than half my life in this country. I
raised my family here. I am a working
contributing citizen. This is my home. I
wi I I not forget my root s . I go back to
Trinidad occasionally, but this is my country.
I an a Canadian.

On the other hand, the expected negative relationship
between experience of discrimination and Ievel of
interaction with white Canadians was confirmed. Þlany

respondents in this sample explained that they found it
difficurt to make friends with white canadians because
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their own efforts in this direction elicited no

reciprocity from their white colleagues.

This non-reciprocity can be examíned in fight of the

irnmigrant host framework of immigration theory which

proposes a process of "adaptation" on the part of the

immigrant and "acceptance" on the part of the host country

resulting in absorption. The findings here indicate that

adaptation does not necessarÍly coincide with acceptance

and that acceptance itself is greater in some areas of

interaction than in others. The experience for this

sample is that even where immigrants have demonstrated

"adaptation" acceptance by the whíte host society is
limited to certain areas of jolr performance which for the

most part do not include supervisory positions for the

migrant. The lack of reciprocity in the social field

seems to confirm Richnond's statement quoted earlier that

". . .the more established ethnic strata may resist the

tendency toward structural assimilation in order to

maintain their position. "

Past studies have documented the strong relationship

between income, occupational and educational status, and

satisfaction. The association found in this sample

between respondents' Ievel of Iife satisfaction and these

variables was therefore not unexpected. By far the

clearest association was found between respondents' level

of satisfaction with their jobs and their level of life

satisfaction.
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AIl respondents in this sanple who perceived

the¡nserves as objects of racist attitudes and behaviours

in the workplace reported experiencing so¡ne forn of

psychological stress as a result of this experience.

Although colonialism and its attendant oppression of

blacks in the caribbean created situations in which

comprexion and socio-economic status have traditionarty
been highly correlated, west rndians in their native lands

have never been exposed to the sa¡ne kind or degree of

racially biased situations that so many experience in

Canada. It is therefore a totatly new and shocking

experience for these individuals to discover that housing,

emproyment and services which are necessities of life can

be denied a person purely on the basis of skin colour.

Such an experience can be traumatic for the individual.
The situation undermines the individual's self worth

leading to hurt and anger, and creating feelings of

anxietlr frustration, and generalized feelings of
insecurity. lfhen this is coupled with feetings of

insecurity due to one's being new in an arien environment

and where for the first time one has minority status, the

situation can become critical and lead to psychological

problems . The irnpact of raci sm is , as one respondent

stated, "a threat to the very core of ones being."

Alienation from the traditional support systems have

widespread implications for inmigrants. When there is no
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sysLem for "bridging the gap" during the period of

transition and when there is a lack of skills that would

ease the process of adjustment to a new societyr

psycho-social problems arising from the adjustnent process

are conpounded. Individuals who find themselves in this

position are sometimes forced to seek help from the more

formal systens provided by the society but sometimes find

they cannot relate to these formal organizations and so

Ïrave difficulty using their services. The small minority

in this sanple who were able to integrate with the formal

support systens of the host society vJere among those with

the highest levels of education and income who also

reported highest levels of satisfaction and

ident i f icat ion .

Caribbean immigrants in this sarnple relied heavily on

informal support systems such as family and friends to

help them deal with the problerns and stresses they

experienced as a result of racÍaI discrimination. l,lany

respondents often found comfort in their faith and turned

to the church as a support system. It must be recognized,

however, that for immigrants these networks, where they

exist at all in Winnipeg, are much less developed than

they would be in their homeland and therefore, much more

limited in the help that can be expected and/or given.

For example, church membership and regular attendance is a

highly significant aspect of Iife in the Caribbean. As

well as the religious quite often nany of the educational
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and social activities of the connunity are organized and

maintained by the church and therefore it functions as a

meaningful support system Ín the cornmunity. The ninister
is generally a central figure who is accorded high status

and is a resource person in varying capacities, including

being a counsellor for psycho-social problems.

Many Caribbean immigrants in Winnipeg see the church

as distant and formal. As a result church attendance

and the significance of the church as a support system is

considerably reduced or no longer exists. On the other

hand, there are a number of small churches which trave been

established by West Indians in Vtinnipeg in recent years

and which in a very limíted way fulfill some of the roles

of the church in their homeland. l'lany of the respondents

in this sample were members of or attended these churches

and used them as support systems in dealing with racial
discrimination.

It is therefore, significant that the findings of the

study indicate the possibility of a positive relationship
between the use of these informal support systens and the

variables tested. These findings support the hypothesis

of the study that satisfactory use of available support

systems to deal with racial discrimination in the

workplace is associated with: (a) higher levels of life
satisfaction; (b) higher levels of identification with the

work group, and (c) higher levels of identification of

self as Canadian.
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One interesting finding of this study is the low

level of social interaction between individuals in the

sample and their white Canadian colleagues. This is true

both in the workplace and away from the work sÍtuation; and

seems to be due, at least for some respondents, to the

lack of reciprocity on the part of whites to gestures of

friendship from people of colour. If one acceptsr ês the

Iiterature implies, that the workplace is a primary

conduit into the larger society, then it is clear that,
when immigrants are denied opportunities for economic

ad.vancement and positions of prestige, through beÍng

denied promotions on the job, and when this is coupled

with denial of social acceptance, ttrey are also being

denied passage into the Iarger society and its
institutions. The high IeveIs of satisfaction and

identification reported by this sample seem to contradict

that this is so.

One might. ask then, what is the meaning (for this
sample) of satisfication and identification? As stated

earlier, the respondents in this sarnple measured their
satísfaction in terms of maLerial possessions relative to

what they had prior to migrating or to what they perceived

their situation would have been had they not migratec.

For many West Indians, their materialistic views of
North America and the relative ease with which one can

obtain credit result in the acquisition of,'goods',
rerativery soon after arrivar in canada. This sometimes
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entails working at two jobs to earn the paynent for these

goods obtained by credit. rs the job seen then only as a

means to satisfy physical needs and can one expect that
these respondents whose energies are now devoted to
satisfying the physical needs wilr later be seeking the

satisfaction of higher or psychologicar needs for greater

seI f- actual izat ion?

Psychorogical theory (Masrow r954) states that self
maintenance and actualization are as necessary for our

effective functioning and survival as are physical
maintenance and enhancement. rf a life situation is
unfavourabre for futfirling potentials, peopre will begin

to feer a sense of frustration and dissatisfaction. Life
will become meaningless and incomplete for they are

missing the furfilr¡nent of thenselves as human beings.

This might eventuarry be the situation of imnigrants who

are denied invorvement in the larger canadian society due

to racial discrimination in the workplace.

Devore and Schlesinger (198I ) conclude:

"Work for many ethnic adults is an absorbing
experience. l4iddle-class Blacks manifest thepuritan orientation toward work and success more
than any other group in our population. This
leaves then tittle tíme for recreation and or other
community experience. "

Many respondents in this sample spoke of giving more

to the job than their white colleagues. This was how they

found acceptance. one might assume then that this 'over
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performance' on the job brings a certain level of respect

and acceptance, and., as the job fulfills their economic

aspirations this brings the level of satisfaction being

sought to this group.

Some respondents stated that identífication of self
as Canadian is a psychological decision the immigrants

must make even when they are aware they are not accepted

by whites as Canadians. The study shows that social

interaction with whites away from the job situation is
minimal and even when respondents reported a strong sense

of belonging with the work group this was related
primarily to task performance and little or none at all to

social interaction. Berger (r g0g ) , cited in the

IÍterature review, suggests that even identities that we

consider to be our essential selves are socialty bestowed

and must be socially sustained; thus one cannot hold on to

any particular identity aIl by onesetf. Is the

identifying of self as Canadian on the part of the few

immigrants, who did sor therefore, a defence mechanism to
maintain human dignity in defiance of lack of social
permission on the part of white Canadians?

Conculsion and Recommendations

hfhile the size

does not allow for

study to the larger

to people of colour

and nethod of

general i zat ion

population of

in Canada, the

selection of the sample

of the findings of this
Caribbean immigrants or

findings for this group
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are as follows:
(a) the perception of self as the object of racism in

the workplace is very high;

(b) the effects of the experience of racism ín the

workplace are felt primarily through loss of

income as well as its psychological impact on the

immigrant;

(c) Caribbean immigrants in this sample experience a

high level of satisfaction with their lives

despite the experience of racis¡n in the workplace.

The findíngs of this study, although specific to thís
sample have strong implications for social service

practioners. Racism in Canada is a fact. Racialty

discriminatory attitudes and behaviours are not limited to

one ethnic or cultural group. It seems to appear in

casual, unpredictable, interpersonal contacts . The

frustrations and stresses created in the migrant's life by

the acculturation process, which for people of colour is
further compounded by racism, has strong implications for
those in the social services field dealing with West

Indian blacks as clients.

The individual's ability to deal with the phenomenon

of racism is crucial to his or her mental health and

continued adjustment. It is therefore crucial that

non-blacks working with Caribbean immigrants be aware that

racism exists in Canada. Coming out of a colonial slavery

background and being faced with racism in Canada many
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blacks perceive the "system" (meaning white people) as

oppressive. The client who holds such a perception and

who must seek help from a white professional is likely to
be at least ambivalent and probably resistant to any trust
in the counsellor. Many white Canadians react to the

issue of racism with horror and denial. Professionals who

have neglected to analyse their own feelings about racial
issues and deny the existence of racis¡n wÍIl not be able

to talk openly with clients about racial issues. This

will create problems in the building of trust and

implementing the principles of a counselting relationship
with the client. Denial of racism by service providers

constitutes a block which inhibits the personal and

collective growth of its victims and prevents self
actualization.

The implication for service providers is, therefore,

that they should be able to acknowledge that racism exists
in this society and resolve their own issues around this
phenomenon if they are to be enablers to immigrants who

must deal with racial discrimination. Based on the

findings of the study, they must be able to encourage and

support irnmigrants ín the use of formal support systems as

the study shows that respondents' who used unions and

professional organizations to combat racism experienced

the highest levels of life satisfaction and identification
with the larger Canadian community. This wiII enhance the
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immígrants' personal and collective growth and promote

self actualization and their useful contribution to the

larger community in the spirit of a multicultural,
multi-racial Canada.

The first and foremost recommendation arising out of

this study is the need for further study of this phenonenon.

Thís study must be seen as only a pilot project. There is
need therefore for a larger and more extensive study which

will investigate the incidence of racial discrimination in
employment as well as in servíce areas such as housing,

health, education and justíce and to see what impact the

experience has on the lives of visíble minority who are

immigrants.

Secondly, the government of Canada recently announced

its intention to increase íts quota for the annual intake

of imnigrants to meet the country' s economic and

populatíon needs. The government needs also to be

pursuing more vigorously programs to promote the

acceptance and Íntegration of the various ethno-cultural

immigrant groups into the social, economÍc and political

fabrÍc of this country. The government of Canada, over

the past few years, initiated actions directed atcombating

racism. Among these are the promotion of immigrant

language training, funding of unicultural and racial group

organizations and affirmative action programs. Many in

the domínant white culture group, however¡ are resentful
of these efforts on the part of government to assist
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immigrant groups. OnIy recently the news media reported

the remarks of a I,4inister in the Manitoba government

commenting with negative overtones that programs promoting

multiculturism are funded by WASP citizens while the

beneficiaries are other cultural groups. There also those

who resent equal opportunity, employment programs and

regard this as reverse racísm. It is therefore a strong

recommendation of this study that the government of Canada

educate WASP Canadian citizens to understand the positive
contributions being made to this country by third world

immigrants.

The third recommendatíon of this study is to the

Caribbean immigrant community in Winnipeg. There is need

for this community to set up its own structures to

facilitate community support for new immigrants from this
ethnic group in their efforts to settle here.

Fourthly, social workers can be important
facilitators to assist new immigrants in Lheir adjustment

in this society. They need to be educated in cross

cultural social work. This area of study should be

required for all social work students. SociaI service

agencies need to employ more third world immigrants with

social work training from their countries of origin.

After a year on the job, these third worldtrained social

workers, with proper performance evaluation, should be

classified and given equal employment opportunities as on

par with their white colleagues according to education and

v'

V/

(-.'
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perfornance.

As a pitot project this study finds that caribbean
imnigrants in vtinnipeg are comparatively ne$r. They have

for the most part successfulty deart with the initiat
stresses and strains of the experience of settling in a

new country. Basic needs for shelter and work, any kind
of work, have been met and people are quite satisfied with
their lives as caribbean immigrants settling in winnipeg.
The process of integration is, however, a long one.

rntegration means furr participation while retaining as

much cultural heritage as desired without being deníed

equarity of opportunity. This is necessary for a truly
multicultural Canada.
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APPENDIX I

Survey Research euestiqnaire

!{hat is your country of origin?
ilamaica Trinidad & Tobago Guyana
St. VinceñE Barbadoes

-Other 
( etease-$eci fy)

2. Ethnic Background?
African East

_¡tixed(speffiy)

3. (a) Age at last
(b) sex: Mate

4. Level of. Education at time* If you had not completed
listed below, please tell
done.

Indian Chinese
Other ( speci fV)

173

_Primary_# of years

-Hish 
s¿ñõõT--# of !""r"

_High School Gfaduate Certif icate
Professionar coltegeEãI-ñTñ-# of years

-University Graduarã (please épecfiyl
_Degree. _DiplomaCertificate 

-Other

birthday _
_Female

5. When did you come to Canada? Month year

6. What were the most important reasons
to Canada?

of entry into Canada.
any of tl.e level

how many levels were

7. List the people and/or organizations whom you knew
$rere available to help you cope with getting al0ngin the new place when you first arrived in [tris
country?

why you came
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8. Did you experience any problems finding a job here?
Yes No

ïE yns, whffiere they?

9. (a) List the people
you solicited help
here.

(b) How much help did you receive from each?

10. What h¡as your f irst job here?

and/or organizations from whom
when trying to find a job

11. What was your last job before coming to Canada?

12. (a) Was your first job here the same as your
former occupation in your o$rn country?

Yes No

(b) If No, was it in your estimation of the
same, higher t ot lower status?

Higher Sa¡ne LowerrÞTeaãe tef f wEry it was õe-of the above.



I 3. What Ís your present job?

r4. (a) Have you
job( s) which
your being a

Yes

(b) rf yes, what were they?

(d) What were the consequences?

encountered any problen(s) on your
you felt were directly related to
coloured imnigrant?

No

15. (a) Has your colour prevented you
promoted on the job?

Yes No

(b) If YEs, described what happened.
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I 6. (a) Were
not hired

Yes

there any times when you felt you were
because of being West Indian?

No

(b) What were the circumstances?

17. (a) Have you been given a fair chance to achieve
your goals ín the workplace?

fron getting

(b) Give reasons for your answer.



I8. (a) Do you feel you Ìrave been discriminated
against by any of the foltowing:
_Employer _Supe rvi sor Work¡na tes
_Consumer s 

-others 
( eteasã=o-pec i fy )

(b) What was the situation?

19. (a) Has your colour kept you from being accepted
socially by other workers on the job?

(b) Describe it?

(c) What were the conseguences?

20. (a) To wTrat degree do you feel you are really apart of your workgroup. On a scale of 1 -5 wñere
would you place yourself?
5 Really fully part of my work group
4-rncluáed in- most ways
3-tncluded in some ways but not in others
2-Do not feer r rearl| betong
t 

-¡qot 
a part of work lroup

(b) Explain your answers.
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21. Do you socialize wíth white Canadian colleagues
when you are away fro¡n the job?

22. To what degree do you feel yourself
!{here would you place yourself on a
t - 5 (5 being the highest value).

To what degree do you

t2
feel yourself

34

a West Indían?
scale from

5

a Canadian?

5



23. (a) l,ist the people/organizations from whou you
solicited help when you came against racial
di scriminat ion .

(b) How nuch help did you receive from each?

24. What is your present levet of education?

25. What is

t0
20
30
40

your present

000 - I 5,000
001 - 25,000
001 - 35,000
001 and up.

26. (a) AII things considered, how satisfied are you
with your job? Where would you place yourself
on a scale of I - 5 (5 beíng the highest value)

5 Very satisfied
4 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
2 Dissatisfied
I Very dissatisfied.

(b) Explain your answer.
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Ievel salary in $

15,001 - 20,000
2 5, 001 - 30,000
35,001 - 40,00o

27. In general, how satisfied are you with your life
as a Vtest Indian immigrant in Winnipeg? I{here
would you place yourself on this scale?

5 Very satisfied
4 Satisfied
3-tteither satisfied nor dissatisfied
2-Dissatisfied
1-very dissatisfied

(b) Explain your ansþrer.



28. Do you think racial discrimination is
Winnipeg.

5. Very serious problem
4. A sonewhat serious problen
3. A problem
2. Not a problem
1. No opinion

a problem in
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undertand the nature of my

research.

APPENDIX TI

PARTICIPANT'S CONSENT

This is to indicate that I

r rearize that the results will be incruded in the
researcher's Masters of Sociat Vtork thesis.

r have been assured that my participation wilr be

confidentiar and that no names will be used in the
presentation of the results.

By signing this form below, I give consent to be

interviewed and have the materiar included in the
project.

r understand that the resurts of this study will
be shared with me and that r ar¡ free to contact the
researcher whenever it may be necessary.

t79

involvement in thís

Signature of Participant
Date
S ignature
Telephone

of Researcher
# of Researchèr



VARIABLE NAME

I.D.
Country of Origin

APPENDIX III

CODE BOOK

I

DESCRIPTION

1 to40
I . Jamaica
2. Trínidad
3. Barbados
4. St. Vincent
5. Other

Ethnic Background

Age

Sex

r80

Marital Status

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Afr ican
East Indian
Chinese
Mixed
Other

Level of Education at Entry

Actual No. of Years
99 Missing VaIue

Present Level of Education 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

T.
2.

MaIe
FemaIe

Marr i ed
Divorced/ Separated
Never }larr ied

Primary I -8 years
High School 1 -4 years
High School Grad.
Prof. College Training
University 1 st degree
Univ. Grad & Post Grad

Primary 1 -8 years
High School l -4 years
High School Grad.
Prof. College Training
University I st degree
Univ. Grad & Post Grad

1.
2.
3.

t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



Length of Time in Canada

Reason for Corning to Canada

Available Support System at
Entry

Emptoyer/Sponsor Support System
at Entry

ramily/Friend/Relative support
at Entry

Church/Club Support at Entry

A

I
2
3

ctual No.

Econoníc

Problems Finding ,Job

r8I

of Years

Study
FamiIy

No Canadian Experience

I
2

Yes
NO

Problems with Qualification

I
2

Yes
NO

Perceived Covert Racisn

I
2

Yes
No

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Relative/friend Support to find
Job

1

2

Church/Ctub Support to find Job

I
2

Canadian Immigration ç Employment
to find Job

I
2

I
2

I
2

Yes
No

I
2

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

1

2

1

2
Yes
NO



Newspaper Adv. to find Job

Job before coming to Canada

First 'Job in Canada

First Job Status

Present Job

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Job problems related to being
coloured imnigrant

Problem - Racist remarks

YeS
NO

Unskilled labour
Services & Sk. Lab.
Techincal & Sales
Prof. & Manager

Unskilted labour
Services & Sk. Lab.
TecTrincal & Sales
Prof. & Manager

Higher
Same
Lower

Unskitled labour
Services & Sk. Lab.
Techincal & Sales
Prof. & Manager

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Yes
No

Yes
NO

Problem - denied promotion

Problem - consumer objecting

Unfair placement problem
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Less Wage Consequence

Consequence of being transferred

Quit Job Consequence

1.
2.

1.
2.

1.
2.

1.
2.

t.
2.

1.
2.

1.
2.

1.
2.



Intervention by outside
organization

Has colour prevented you
getting job

Not hired because West Indian

Fair chance to achieve goals

Discri¡ninated against by employer

Discriminated against by
supervísor

Díscriminated against by workmates

Discriminated against by consumers

Colour prevent social acceptance

Part of Workgroup

t. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No
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family/friend Support Against
Di scr ininat ion

Church/Club Support Against
Di scriminat ion

Union/Profess íonal Organizat ions
Support Against Discrimination

1.
2.

t.
2.

1.
2.

1.
2.

5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

1.
2.

Yes
NO

Yes
No

Yes
NO

Yes
NO

Really part of
Included most ways
Included some ways
Don't feel I belong
Not ascertained

Yes
NO

1. Yes
2. No

1. Yes
2. No



I ncome

Socia1 Interaction with
White Canadians

Degree FeeI SeIf Canadian

Degree Feel SeIf West Indian

184

10,000 - 15,000
I 5,001 - 20,000
20,001 - 25,o00
25,001 - 30,000
30,001 - 35,000
35,001 - 40,000
40,001 and up

Frequently
Some Frequency
Li ttle
None at all

Very Lohr
Low
Medium
High
Very High

Very Low
Low
Medium
High
Very High

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither Satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied

Very serious problems
Somewhat serious
problem

Not a serÍous problem
Not a problem
No opinion

t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Level of .lob Satisfaction

4.
3.
2.
1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LeveI of Life Satisfaction

Perception of racial
Discrimination in Winnipeg

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.
4.
3.

2.
I.

5.
4.
3.

2.
1.

5.
4.

3.
2.
t.
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